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The Portland Daily Press is published every
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Hates of Advertising:
Transient Advertisements, £1.00 per square,
for three insertions or less; exceeding three, and not
than

more

week, £1.25 per square; 76 cents per
One square every other day one week,

one

week after.

£1.00; 60 cents per week after.
Exhibitions, kc., under head of Amusements,
dLOO per square per week.
Special Notices, £1.60 per square for first week,
$1.00 per week after.
Business Notices, in reading columns, 12 cents
per line for one insertion. No charge less than fifty
cents.

Leoal Notices at usual rates.
Advertisements

in

inserted

State

Maine

the

Press (which has a large circulation in every part of
State) fbr 88 ccuts per square in addition to the
above rates fbr each insertion.
Transient advertisements must be paid for in ad-

ends of good government—that is, the
prosperity and happiness of the people—have criminally held themselves aloof, or, worse than
that, have skulked, stolen away, and hid themselves Irom their duties and their
responsibilities as true, good and
loyal citizens. Who is
responsible ? Who shall answer the inquiry ?
Why does the poor man suffer, and his children
cry for bread at this day and hour ?
Why do property holders, men of hundreds
of thousands, complain of their
poverty, their
legal liabilities, their taxes, and their luxuries ?
Why do the merchants mourn over their plethoric and idle warehouse*
,and the wanted but
now absent bills of
exchange?
h> does the mechanic look in vain for the
market where his brain and muscle had their
value, while he sorrowfully reflects of iiis loving wife and little ones at home ?
Wliy discs the laltorer, as he blisters in the
sun. looking for a
penny, speak with regret of
tin* times grine, when his honest toil didn’t
go
but
was
a source ot
a-begging,
profit and benent to him its well as to his
employer?
Alas.' the answer is hut too patent in the
records of tlie legislation and treason of the
State.
Ixt the merchant tell us. who said the other
day, as he stood in the door of his overflowing
and churchyard-like warehouse, in
answering
a suggestion of his seeesli
friend—“Ah, I tell
you what it is.we must go to work pretty soon,
or these d—d
yaukees will be doing all the business.”

the

vance.

PIT All communications intended for the paper
should be directed to the Editors qf the Press,” and
those of a business character to the Publishers.
rr The Portland Daily and Maine State
Press Office, in Fox Block, No. 82J Exchange
Street, is open at all hours during the day and evening, from 7 o’clock in the morniug to 9 in the

evening.
nr Jon Printing of even' description executed
With dispatch ; and all business |K>rtaining to the office or paper promptly transacted ou application as
above.

^COMMUNICATIONS,...
Correspondence of.flfTmL
Kf.adkiki.d, Slept. 10,1802.
Messrs. Editors:—To-day has been the
dreaded nay. To-day has been the day that
cowards and traitors have feared all over the

country, and to-day Readfleld has done her

duty.
v

Every citizen expected
meeting was called at 8 1-2

town

*umai

wutnjf

would enlisL
was

E. <).

made for

iaj

Bean

some one

a

draft.

A

o'clock and

tvcrj

mail

presided.

uiai

A call

to head the roll.

Mr.

L. A. Luce, assistant teaelier in the Eaton
Boarding School, was tlie first man to move,
and was immediately followed by others until
fourteen had volunteered.
ment

suitsided

fered

$10,

little,

a

to

lion. A. I’. Morrill of-

the next

man

four men had enlisted.

Some of these last of-

by men that were i>oorly able
to bear it, but were willing to sacrifice all for
country. I am sorry that I cannot give you
the names ol these worthy men. The number
fers were made

of men called for from tills town, under ail the
colls, is seventy-nine,we have sent seventy-four,
so

but five men

are

due from

us.

The mistake

Governor,but
he would not rectify it, and consequently we
were obliged to seud seventeen men.
During
the time speeches were made by lion. A. P.
Morrill, Rev. H. P. Torscy, Rev. H. M. Eaton,
was

brought

to

the notice of the

Bev. C. F. Allen and others. At the close the
volunteers were taken to the Hotel, and there
dined at the expense of the town. Readlield
is in earnest, and we are ready to make any
sacrifice, or to do anything to save our gloriConstitution and country, from the foul,
demoralizing, destroying hands of traitors.

ous

And

we

all unite in

"The Star

Spangled

giving

Banner!

three cheers for
Long may It

ware

O'er the laud ol the free, and the home of the brave."

Mont alb am.
The Widow and Children ol John

Tyler,
Editoks Phess :—Your correspondent A.
speaks earnestly and properly of the course
pursued by our Government, in too many instances, in tlie treatment of paroled prisoners,
and especially of the notorious
Captain Mc-

Cormick.
But with regard to tlie widow and young
children of the late ex-President Tyler, his re-

marks seem uncalled for.

Mrs.

Tyler is daugh-

ter of the late S.

Gardiner, of Xew York, proprietor of Gardiner’s Island, in Long Island
Sound, and one of the prominent and patriotic
families of the Empire State. He was one of
the victims at the explosion of tlie monster
gun at Washington, some years since.
Miss Gardiner, (subsequently tlie youthful
bride of the President) was a bright, particular star, in Washington, universally esteemed and respected. She has for some years
past resided quietly in Virginia, dispensing,
with a liberal hand, to tlie sick and needy, from
her means, and beloved and esteemed by ail.
She now returns to her native State, seeking
quiet, and the facilities for the proper education of her children, and without a shadow of
disloyalty to tlie Union and the Constitution.
X.
_

From the- Ji. O.

Four

Months

preceding
tilly, Va.:

The army was
retreating from Centreville.
The battle was fought against a rels l force
that had penetrated live miles nearer
Washington than our rear and was
moving to strike
upon the flank. Gen. Stevens’ division, the
advance of Reno’s corps, was on the left of the
road taken by the trains, and
intercepted- the
enemy. Jle saw that the rebels must be' beaten back at
once, or during the night they
would stampede the wagons, and probably so
disconcert our rutnuiGlhiit the last divisions
would f;«ft*a pre*r to their main force.
lie decided tonttark
Immediately, at the same time
sending back fin* support.
Having made his dispositions, he led the attack on foot at tlie.head of the Tilth
(Highlanders.) Soon meeting a withering tire, uud
the color Sergeant.
Sandy Campbell, a' grizzled old Scotchman, being
w'oimderf.jUiey loitered. One of t lie color guard took
up tin’
flag, when the General snatched it from him.
The wounded Highlander at Ids feet cried:
“hor God’s sake, General, don’t
you take the
colors; they’ll shoot you if you do!” The
answer was, “Give me the colors!
If they
don’t follow now, they never will;” anil he
sprang forward, crying, “We are all Highlander* : follow Highlanders;
forwardHighlanders T’
The Highlanders did follow their Scottish chief, but while sweeping forward a ball
struck him on his right temple. He died instantly. An hour afterward, when taken
up,
lii« bauds were still clenched around the fla"°
statf.”

Ordnuni'P Olflic.
Wau Department, I
Washington, Sent. 4. 1H«2. (
T>ROPOSALS will bo received by this llepartmeut
X until 5 I*. M. on

14

tbe 18th September, 1#»»2. for the
at tbe New York Ordnance
Agency, No. 65
Street, New \ ork, where samples can be seen,

hite
of—

60.000 Regulation Cavalry Blankets:
25.000
do
Artillery Blankets.
Those Blankets most be of pure wool, close
woven,

of

stout

yarns.

FOR THE CAVALRY,
a orange border three Inches
wide and three inches from the edge. The letters
"C. S..*' six incite-* high, of orange color in the centre of the blanket.

Indigo-blue color, with

FOR THE ARTILLERY,
black border three inches w ide and three
inches from the edge. The letters "U. S.,*» six inches high, black color, in the centre of the blanket.
All tbe blankets are to be 76 inches long bv «7 inchwide, and the weight of 8.1875 lbs. Variation alpi
lowed, 0.1875 lbs. They must Is- single, and not in
pairs, and packed in caw of one hundnsl each. The
value of the caw to be determined bv the
inspector.
The goods are to be in*t>ectod at tlie
factory, and
none will bo accepted or |»atd for but such as are
ap-

Ited, with

proved

on

ins|»oction.

BREED A TTKEV,

Proprietor.

ROAST.
Roast Beef..25
Roast Lamb.18
Roast Chicken,.21
Broiled Chicken,.37

EXTRA

SILVERSMITH.
Watches. Jewelry and Silver Ware.

ORDER.
Beef Steak..25
Ham and Eggs.25
Fried Mackerel.16

HEAD OK

&

CHEAP

-AND-

•1011*1 LYNCH,

MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZEL TON LEHIGH,
COLF.IIAINE LEHIGH,

SWING

LOCUST

HAY,

Water

Closets, I'rinnh, Farce and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Hotels, Silver Plated If Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

Bath

5T* AH kinds of fixtares for hot and cold water

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,

3T3 I'onemw Street,
aujtfclif

FRENCH AND AMERICAS PERFI MERY,

H

NEW

STORE,

attention

FANCY BROADCLOTHS

a a x s o

For Dress and Frock Coat*, embracing the nicer
French and German, a* well a* the cheaper substantial fabrics.
Elegant Black and Colored,

qualifies of

SIGN

Fancy
D O KSKINS!
great variety of pattern*. VESTINGS

AND

PAINTER,
Also

MANUFACTURER

THESE

|

Steam

Commercial St, head

Jul31tf

of

J.

Whf.

Work.

Grindstone*.

I’olieieN

to

tlie

Militahy

No. 175 Middle M- Portland.

Mutual Life Insurance Company,
In the afternoon of the first day of Mny last,
the troops of the U nited States stepped from
or
the decks of the steam transport
Mississippi on
NEW YORK.
to the levee of this city, and under the lead of
General Butler, marched through the streets
C«nh Fund !$H, 500,000.
and took possession of one of the public build(Eight and a half Milliou Dollars.)
ings of the United States as of right—a proW. I>. LITTLE, Agent,
ceeding which—although decorously done .and
attended with less noise than usually characoffice 31 Exchange Street.
srp2—tf
terizes the holiday parade of a like body of
troops—humbled the pride and rebuked the
disloyalty of a large portion or the people of
New Orleans.
What did the representatives ol the United
THOMAS O. LORINO,
States Government find here at that time? A
DRUGGIST,
large city, with a starving and treason-dyed
population—grass-grown and deserted streets; 1 Lor. Exchange dr Federal St*., Portland.
rotting business marts, up and down which
stalked unchallenged the ghost of Famine.
applied Without extra charge, and a
perfect tit guaranteed. Children's Trusses, alsd
The princes and people had shut themselves j instruments
for the cure of bow legs, weak ancles and
club feet/ Elastic Stockings for the cure of
up in their palaces and houses, with their treaeulargeo
son and misery, and peered
on hand,
through gimlet veins constantly
tr-i he Poor liberally considered.
holes at the authorities of good government.
aug27dtf
What did those authoriesdo? Exhibited their
power, gave assurances of protection to the
IF
YOU
timid, and of puuishmeut to the guilty—open-WASfT THKed the business marts, and advised all in the
various walks of life to resume their wonted
Best
or
avocations; fed the hungry, punished and bannot fail to call at No. 27 Market
ished the guilty—pushed the lazy, and put in
Square, where
they take l'KItl* IXT LIKENESSES, and warmotion tlie wheels of labor and
industry—all rant satisfaction, at piicw vldch defy com)>etitioti.
the while holding with a firm hand the sword
N. B.—Large Ambrotype* only Fifteen t ents.
ot power and of
justice over the heads of an
TRASK A LEWIS,
offending people.
And now, at the end of four
what
*2*7 Market Square, h'd Preble St.
months,
dowese? Busy,
bustling streets, an active
dtf
July 14 th, 1802.
population, a live levee, aud a degree of prosand
thrift that is not greater than it
perity
is,
Oil Ilanil.
only for tlie reason that those whose duty |il
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
was and is, in all communities and
among all
Leaf, and at low rate* at
imoples, to aid the ruling authorities in’ the
20 Maukkt SqUABK.
—

Practical

—

Truss

Fitter.

TRESSES

Ambrotype

Photograph,

Signs. Banners, Landscapes, Figures, Flowers,

Scroll
3w

Work, &c.

augl3

Commission

—AKD—

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

In the Neatest
AUK AT

Style,

BLAKE’S,

No. 30 UNION S T R K E T.
And will bo sold cheajur than at auy other placv in
the city.

ROBES FURNISHED TO

ORDER.

-C. H. B. also manufacturesSHOW-CASES, DESKS, ASD DRAWER-WORK,
Of every description, including Taylor's SelfSupporting Drawer, the best kind ever made.
E'lT* All orders for Repairing Furniture, Varnishing. rnholsteriug, Chair Seating. dazing, Ac.,
ju)31tf
promptly attended to.

TENEMENTS WANTED.
ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, and within ten minutes’walk of the Post Office. Rent not to
exceed from #150 to 175 per annum.
Address Box 42. Post office, or
at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

MW

apply

M

Avri;i>.
SMALL RENT, of live or six
the business part of the city.
thinuffice

FRANKLIN C

June 23.

Store!

ID rug

CKOS M W A-

COOK,

taken store. No. 7 5 Middle Street*
Block,) ami respectfully invite public atlarge and well selected stock of

tention to their

Drags, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

And solicit a share of public patronage, trusting
that by funiishiug the purest chemicals and best stock
of drugs the market affords, anil a careftil attention
in the
department, to merit the contideuco
of the public.
CHAB. r. CROP MAX.
THOS.'H. POOR.
Je24tf

dispensary

tf&g*
^

F.

PARKER,

UPHOLSTERER

and Plated VaR,

MhnnfHeiMrer of

FU K

N1TUHE,

liOUHgi'S Bedsteads,

138 and 140 Middle Street, Portland.

SPIUXO-HEPS,

StA T TRESSES,

PE W-CUSIl-

WXS, ft?., He.

renovated. (Furniture re5T7T*
varnished. Chairs re-caned in an impaired
proved manner. Second-hand Furniture bought,
cold or exchanged.
juiJbduu
Hair
and

29,18(21.

Mattresses

—Ann

BROOK TROI'T and oil kind. of GAME
Served

dtf

WILLIAM
A. PEAICCE,
P L IT M n E R

and Silver Plated < 'ocks.
of Water Fixture for DwellA ing Houses, Hotels, Public lluildiugs, Ships, Ac.,
and
*«-t
in
the
l*e*t manner, and all orup
arranged
der* in town or
executed. All
country
kind* of Jobbing
attended to.
Constantly on hand. Lead Pipes and Sheet Lead,
and Peer Pumps of all kinds.
july2Ddly

promptly

faithfully

8 T R

order.

Served to Order. _#3

Frogs

FIRE

INSURAHCE.

WARREN SPARROW,
car* af Exchange Si.,
PORTLAND, ME.,

Agent of the following First Class Insurance Co*a:
National Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus, 9600,000.

Of Boston.

Republic Fire Insurance Company,
Cash Capital and Surplus* 9412,000.

Of New York.

Perfect Security, which ought always to he the
trat nmsulmttum in effecting insurance. Is here of*
fried to the public, st the loartat rtitra of jtri nn—
adopted by sound and rraponsiblt companies.

Office in "Boyd’s Building,” opposite Post Ofloe.
June 23.

dfcwtf

Mutual Fire Insurance

OUR

FERRY FROM PORTLAND
I
-TO THE-

House, Cushing’s Island.

ON and after
August 4th,
Steamer TUTE will leave Orand
Trunk Depot Wharf 6. 8 and 10 A.
M.; and 1, 8, 5 and 7 1*. M. Returning, leave tho
Island at 01, 9 and 111 A. M ; and 2, 4 and 9 1*. M.
|y*TICTiF.TS 121 CENTS EACH W AY.

Monday.

auglltf

_

Old Frames

And

RENEW ED

by

Photographic Frames.
OOITARE or oval—every kind called for Tbeae
k^ being maim fact ured by oureelvee, except those
necessarily imported, we can compete with any market for low prices. At wholesale or retail, at 26, MarMORRISON it CO’S.
ket Square,

and

102 Middle Street.

CHARLES HOLDEN, /'resident.
Edward Shaw, Srcretorg.
eodSm
June 23.

BATH

MUTUAL.

Marine Insurance

Company.

OFFICE UNDER THE SAfiADAHOCK HOUSE,
FRONT STREET
President and l>irectors of the Bath Matual
Marine Insurance Company give notice that their
Capital btock amounts to

THE

#5200,000

;

And that the. an- prepared to make m.uranoe oa tha
mutual principle. against marine rwk,. uot excoding

$10,000 in

nny

One Risk.

IH RE (TORS:

H'm. Drummond.
John ratten.
tttiver MSam'l I Unbinwa,
M F. liannett. Arthur Srwall,
J. it McLellan. Lovr. Rlackmer,
Jas. F. I’attcu, S. A. Houghton,

Re-«ilt,
MORRISON k CO.

property ou
reliable eons*

Those desiring insurance will do well to call
ascertain the terms before insuring elsewhere.
Office

stock in this department is complete, comprising every article used in the art.
MORRISON k CO.,
26. Market Square.
june24<ltfw3t

Ottawa

continue to Insure
as those of any

policies upon which six premiums have been
paid, an* renewed annually free of premium to the
policy holder.

_wly7
Photographic Roods A Chemicals.

j

Company.

pany.
All

E K T.

f;.y Repairing

Street, Portland, Me.

Warm, Cold and Shower Hatha, Wash Bowls, Brass

—

NB.—J.

FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,

Description

to

*.* Mels to Kkii-lak Roakmkrs at Keduoed Kata,.
Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 tot
o’clock.
JeflBedtf

as

Haniifhrliirrr,

MIDDL K

t^g^^the

IjIVERY

of the Season

Served up at all hours.
TtJRTLFs SOUP, TTE8DAY AND FRIDAY.

Company
terms
favorable
THIS

CHENEY,

I>. C. has received more first premium*
for best instruments than any other maker in
•
the State.
and Tuuing promptly and persony attended to.

attention of purchasers is
rpilK
A and desirable stock of

No. 121 Exchange

Every Delicacy

PORTLAND

MELODEON

135J

GOODS.

invited to the large
House-keeping Goods uow
in store, as above, comprising as it does nearly every
article usually needed in the Furniture and ( rockery
Departments’ Being one of the largest stocks in the
State, purchasers can find almost any variety of rich,
medium and low-priced goods, suited to their different wants.
Those commencing housekeeping can obtain a complete outfit at this establishment, without the trouble
and loss of time usually attending a selection of this
kiud; and the subscriber is confident that, combining
as he does the various branches of house-furnishing
business, he can offer good* at price* that will uot
fail of proving satisfactory on examination.

D.

Harmonium

General Assortment of

MAKER Or-

■'

148 Exchange Street, Portlnnd.
rooms, near
Knouirc at

J.

and Ifealer in

HOUSE-KEEPING

PORTLAND, MB.

JOHN ROBINSON, Proprietor.

Tens.
HALF CHEATS Hue Oolong Tea»,
"
do.
do.
60 do.
Souchong
For sale by JOHN LYNCH k CO.
jc23-3m

“A
()
Ret/"

China, Crockery & Glass Ware, CPa.

une

7 MILK STREET.

PORTLAND. Mm

Julldtf

FURNITURE,

J

WILLIAM

CUTLER, General Age.ta.
it 60 Middle Street,

BA

eodtf

1ST ew

HAVE
(Fox

MOODY.

DIRIGO EATING HOUSE,
No.

Of PtovModw.

Every Machine folly Warranted.

Me.

PLAIN

Caller;,

ri3w&w3m

Equitable Fire and Marine Ins. C>«.,

EL1PTIC.

S 1.0.4 T

-DEALER IN-

PORTLAND, Me.
ANDREW' T. DOLE.

Street.
Cortland. Aug. 23. 1862.

SHUTTLE.

STORKR *

a

of
this house, promises to spare no pains to
accommodate it* former patrons, aa well aa
hi* old friends and the public
generally.
Having had an experience of sixteeu Tears,
he thinks he can now "keep a hotel.”"
This house is one of the best in tbe city, and
very
pleasantly located on Congress, corner of Green

Relief Fire Insurance C ompany.
Of New York.
Caah C apital and Surplus, 9250.000,

SAMUEL ADLAOT, Jr„

Britannia VaR, Table

PORTLAND.

INSURANCE.

'ssltffllBiBwg Manufacturers.

KI.T1HAL.L,

Portland,

m*

AMASA T. C. DODGE,
HAVING assumed the proprietorship

CLASS

FOR FAMILIES

ly

And

tTMIORSKS AND CARRIAGES TO LET
JuI16—3m

Parlia.d, Me.

No. II? Middle Street,

Nearea

OUcc 74 MMdls«

DENTIST,

Importer

COFFINS
CASKETS,

II.

Merchants,

I-arrct. most central Hoaae In the city.
Railroads and Steamboat,.

dly

II.

T

AND WHOLESALE DEALER* IN

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

To b© found in tliis city, of every description, finished and trimmed

EXPIRE

Parlor, Ob.am.'bor

MOODY,

Fiicbaafr.

fast sf

Sevviiig-Macliinea.

GENERAL

E S T

C.

A

PROPRIETOR

dtf

FIRST

Tailor,

»

Bear

Portland. June 28.

Watch-Maker,

15.

to

Islands, supplied

CALDERWOOD k BECKETT.

x. B.—All work being promptly and personally attended to, is warranted to give thorough satisfaction.
je23tf

Aug.

HOUSE,

BANGOR, ME.,

notice.

-AND-

POUT LA N I>, M E.

DOLE

or

IOrders solicited.

E. J. CROSS,

T

BANGOR

^

PINE APPLE LEMONADE.
STRAWBERRY LEMONADE.

PARTIES.

visiting the
EXCURSIONISTS
-J
with ston* at the shortest

NAVY

Portland, Aug. 8,1882.

Stone,

Marble Chimney Pieces. Monumental Work and

j»*23t f

PLEASURE

STREET,

AND

141 Middle Street,

Stone,1 Soap

Free

Marble,

C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1. 1862
afidtf

EXCHANGE STREET,

FITTING,

manner.

K. THOMPSON,
Is prepared to receive orders for

deter-

summer.

AND

-BY-

Corner of Penrl aud Federal Sts..

poreoin entering
G1I RANTED
Naval Service, by

A

GAS

Marble

pay cash.

Maine

Block, Coktcoi Street,

A. D. REEVES,

Works 0 Union St., and 233 & 235 Fore 8t.f
jnlldtf
PORTLAND, ME.

SAW YER A WHITNEY'.

W fii*

DO

Cocks, Valves, Hpesand Connections, Whole*
sale or Ketail.

STEAM AND

Hard and Soil Hood.
are

FROM

TAILOBING ESTABLISHMENT,

98

Tcrann Moderate by tbe Week ar Day.
Bath. Jane 23. 1M2.
dtf

eodftm

November l«t, 1882. to M»jr l«t. 1868. the
rates of freight on all descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per cent.
No fire wood will be conveyed between October 1st,
1862. and May 1st. 1*3.
An advance in the rates of fire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business, which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take fire wood from certain places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for fire wood
to be carried on the rail wav during the next season,
they must understand that they willdo so at their own
risk, aud that the Company will not feel themselves
bound to carry It.
Due notice will be given of the rates of freight, and
from what stations fire wood can be carried next

J MECHANICAL

MIDDLE

ARMY

AW EVERT DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,

dtf

24. 1862,

Notice to Wood and Lumber Xerc bants.

t V Order, by mail or exprew* promptly executed.
aug8eod3mlamw

OF

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

Also, for sale, best’ quality of Nova Scotia and other

I lie public are requested to call, a* we
mined to pive good bargains to those who

NO. 84i

iuvited.

and

fljpp's

HOUSE,
Proprietor,

THE City
Bath ill one of the healthieet
localities on the const of Maine—dcliihlfalsituated on the Kennebec, twelve mile,
_from the sea, and afford" ouc of the most
nil limit retreats from tbe dam and turmoil of our
larae citie,.
The Sauadahock is one of th« finest, most tpncious, and best appointed Hotels in the State, located
within there minutes walk of the Depot, Steamboat
Landiny, Post Ofllee, Custom House. Ac., beimr direetljr in the basiiics centre of tbe City.

sale at the above store by

ISO Fsre Street

J. L. WINSLOW, Agent,

FURNISHING GOODS,

Carr,

O. M. SHAW,

HERRS, Jc., Jr.,

One Door Kant ol' Canal Dank.

No. 31 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
tr Orders solicit it!.
jeftO—3m

of all
Satin, Lin-

I>une in the belt

quality,

June

EN GRAVE Rj

tst7~

dtf

SAGADAHOC K

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

DESIGNER

ORNAMENTAL

day. 8tablc connected

MEDICINES,

SE AVE T.
Physicians and Families supplied with Medicines and
books. ( ases renewed and vials refilled.

J. F. RICHARDSON,

Illoek,

PORTLAND, ME.
John Q. Twitehcll. jul31d6m Ja’e P. t'hamplin.

USE.

Goals are strictly of the best
warranted to give satisfaction

For

8mdfcwoc

‘AND SUMMER SEASONS !

per

Bath, June 23, 1862.

Framing,

M.

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

In hi* new stock art* comprised Fancy Tloth* for
Spring Overcoat* and Ku*iue** Suit*, Rich Black and

COAL

STREET,

Ol’P. m.n CITY 1IAI.L,-PORTLAND, ME.

85 Commercial 8t., opp. Thomas

and Picture

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

“dentist,
No. 8

•©•Terms 91

with house.

Done neatly as usual.

OSGOOD,

SURGEON

merchants,

AND DEALER* IN

fashionable: clothing fob TIIE STRING

•«*Coat and vest maker* wanted.
Portland. June 23.1802.

Book-Binding

Packed In every variety of packages to suit dealers.
Coffee and Spices ground for the trade at
short notice.
All goods warranted as represented,
J. GRANT.
augt—3in«‘od&w

dly

Commission

him*e!f bv selection* from the New
Style* of Good* receully finported in New York and
Bo*ton, to meet the requirement* of his customers
and the public as to

886, Washington 8t., Bath.

1

CITY HOTEL

DR. C. II.

TWTTCHEEL A CHAMPLIN,

—

Office,

Tailor,

Portland, Aug. 6.1862.

prepared

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,
Next door above the British and American Express
Office, where be will accommodate all who may be la
want of goods in his line, at
very low prices.

/CONSTANTLY on hand, and for sale, at wholesale
market prices, iu the crude state or manufacturV
ed, every description of

98 EXCHANGE STREET.

137, MIDDLE ST.,

especially

to

A. D. REEVES,

C.*BECKETT,

hich attention is

jrlvcn

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pidirt Irian, Piper Raisin Pun Goods, te. It.,

Dry Goods,

Alfred Woodman,
Charles Bailey,

CREAM TARTAR.
SALER ATI’S,
SH EET

CUTTING and
GARMENTS, by

PARTICULAR
MAKING BOYS’

Has removed his stock of

COFFEE,
SPICKS,

8m

BATH HOTEL,
By C. M. PLUMMER.

ly

S. II. COLESWORTHY,

CO,

PORTLAND, ME.

and Provision Business,

ADAME, Proprietor.

BATH. MAINE.

Spice Mills,

13 A 15 UNION

Boys, Boys, Boys.

and

Merchant Tailor,

w

WIIARF,

CHA8. H.
je23—3m

Alfred

63 Exchange Street.

GRANT’S

Coffee and

tf

THIS is the largest Hotel in the State, possessing all the modern improvements, and
first class in every appointment.

PAPERS

23. 1*12.

Portland June

Now. 54 and 56 Middle Street, Portland.

augtjndft wtf

TO

Portland, July 22,1862.

LARD OIL,

CHANGE OF SEASON !

To all of

and Domestic

earner

TERMS MODERATE, FOR BOARD BY WEEK

HALL L. DAVIS,

and Wholesale Dealers in

Geo. W. Woodman,
Seth II. Horsey,

HERETOFORE.

AS

l)rug

Long Wh’f,

lAAlFACTI RERS AM JOBBERS OF CLOTIIM,

BROWN,
REMOVED

No. 3 UNION

Flonr, Prodnce

DYE-STUFFS,
a

in quality and prices,
any other establishment in the

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
the various styles of gold papers manufactured, together with a ftill stock of Satins, mediums and common papers—tlie largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
overy kind in use at wholesale prices.

JOHEPIf HALE.

Importers

foas re ms,

bargain*

ROOM

•-•Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
and purchasing (’nrg**s aud Charters for vessels.
d&w*>m7
August 2. 18G2,

Foreign

sa

PORTLAND, ME.

OK DAY.

—

A

d Tin is

Preble Streets.

Is selected with the greatest care from the best Foreign and American llouses, and embraces every article needed for public offices, Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowett price*.

and Cabin Stores,

HOODH4X, TRIE

Situated

Our stock of

STATIONERY

Portland, Me.

Where he will continue the

CP" State Agent for DAVIS ft KIDD’S MAGNETO-F.LKCTKIC MACHINES.
eodftwtoctl

a

D.
HAS

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

Ha*

Portland.

...

oval,

o m

C.

-AL*n-

in

AMD DEALERS IM

TIATOll,

GOODS.

APOTHECARIES’ GLASS WARE. FOREIGN
LEECHES. SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKINGS, fc.

VI.

LIMBS M i Y BE SEEX AT

SBKrtHEX

GENUINE MEDICINES,

usually kept

be found in

can

State.

Tlrrrhnnts,

Corner Commercial St* and

FOR-

Sheet Gntta Percha for Splints,
AND CRUTCHES, FOR SALE.

-I>K> LKK 15-

And nil other article*
1'aint est&bliahmi'ut.

customers better

than

-A LAO,-

JUNCTION OF FUFF AND MIDDLE STS.,

KEROSEIE OIL,

our

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.

PREBLE HOUSE,

Blank Books on hand and made to order,
every variety of style and finish. From our long
experience, we are enabled to offer to the trade and

SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS*
—

Boston, January, 1882.

Premium

STREET,

and best

access
easy
routes of
[travel. It coutaius the modern improvecuts, and every convenience for the comfort and accommodation of five travelling
pabtte.
The sleeping rooms arc large and well ventilated;
the suits of rooms are well arranged, and completely
furnished for families and large travelling parties,
and the house will continue to be kept as a first class
Hotel in every respect.

of

MOUL TUX'S RLOCK,

PALMER’S
ARTIFICIAL LI TIBS,

AND

RUBBERS.

YEATON A IIALE.

Commission

JOHM

AND FANCY

MIDDI.K

Ship

Apothecary,

EKUSl,

WAREHOUSE !

*^dies wear, and invite all their old customers
and the public generally to give them a call whenevefthev desire to replenish their "understandings."
E. 8 ft < o. are agents for the Lea' itt and Wilcox
ft Gibbs SEWING-MACHINES.
augA-Omd

ft I A t IfiTft If,

-AGENT

PAPERHANGING

aul2dtf

name.

SHOES^A

auj;4dly
1ft.

STATIONERY,

—AND—

MOFFOTT’S,
Market Square,

attention to the

No. 88

get nn in the best manner.
All orders in city or country personally attended to
1. D. MKKK1LL.
JOHN BOND.
8. D. MERRILL.

L.

the

,_

BLANK BOOK AND

A. usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
Ml and fastiiouaide HOOTS and SHOES, in evef Klry variety and style for gentlemen's and la-

No. 27 Union Str.et, Portland, Me.

Pare and Free liurnini;.

F'OK SMITHS*

BOOTS,

HOUSE,

largest
arranged Hotel In
18the New
England States: is centrally locaof
ted, and
from all the

EiliUiiM la im.

TH08. LYNCH.

PLUMBERS,

MOUNTAIN,

CUMBERLAND

BAHKEA,

I. D. MERRILL A CO.,

GENTLEMEN’S

JOHN’S,
THE GENUINE LOUR BUT.

PKLEO

je23dtf

No. 1 Central Wharf.

EXCHANGE ST.

53

E. SHAW A CO.

*d&w4w

H.

personal

AMERICAN

dtf

Boston, Mass.,

Orders respectfully solicited by Mr*. Moflott. who

Partlaad, Me.

the varieties that the market affords—Silk.
en, ami Cotton—many rare and unique style*.
an assortment of the nicer qualities of

DELIVERED TO ANY PART OF THE CITY.

MERCHANTS,

URAKITE STORES.COMMERCIAL STREET,
(Opposite head of Widfcery’g Wharf,)

by

JONATHAN BLISS, Proprietor.
Portland. Aug. 19,1882.
dtf

68 Exchange Street.

Portland. June 28.1862.

Shirts.

HOUSE/*

BAILEY Sc NOYES,

tV RememlKT the place,

will pay

“ELJfl

THE undersigued respect tally informs the
public that he has leased the above House,
on Federal street, Fort land, and iuvitet
the travelling community to call and see If

he knows “how to keep a hotel." Clean,
airy rooms, good beds, a
well-provided table, attentive servants and moderate
charges are the inducements he holds out to those whose business or
pleasure call them to tl»e “Forest
City."

voa

No. 5i7

hopes

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelopes—
white and bnfT, Gold Pens, .Steel Pens, Ac., Ac. Every article at lowest rates. Wk Buy nor Cash and
Sell Cheap.

Street, Thomas Block,

want* cheap and perfect fltting shirt, please
leave yonr measure for M™. A. MOr FOTT’a celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best
clothe,
and good custom work, at the very lowest
pricea.

IF

-'gg!

of Blank Book nsed

MRS. A.

"Wholesale G-rooers,

HOPUNI EATON,

Of

CASH,

ME.
~

WOOD,

FOR

PORTLAND,

COMMISSION

every kind

Lnnunce

STATIONERY.

GENTLEMEN,

JOHN LYNCH A CO.,

23 tierces
do.
do..
21W hhds. Muwovado Molasses.
22 tiqnjes
dti.
do.
44 Mils.
do.
do.

We make to order

....

THF. mbwritwr w.uM very
n.pecfftillv *Bto Ilia numrroiu
frifnda. and ttx
public generally, that during the temporary
anajienaion of Tih bwinVrn hi
urn abed thla well-known bouae anew
and 1*
now better than ever prepared to wait
upon hfa cuttorn or*, and
hr strict attention to their wants
to merit a continuance of the patronage which be
bat
hitherto received.
E. (i. MATO
PaMtdumkeag. June 28,1882.
dbwtf

by Banks, Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Counting Houses.

IM

PORTLAND. MF,.

Shirts,

_

Trinidad Sugar and Molasses.
170 BOXES Fine Yellow Suenr.
I t/ 88 lilids. Muscovado Sujrar.

Cash, Record, Dockets, Letter*. Masonic
and Church Collectors Books.

MR.

d3m

YORK STREET,
je23dtf

j.o.tdut.

FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, Ac.,
Jul2»dftwly

Sugar Refinery,

Open every Sunday from 8 to 1. and from 2 to
6 o’clock.
ju!29dtf

H.

ME.

NOYES,

eTs!

ctatbal house,
Proprietor.
PA88ADUMKEAO, MAINE.

E. O. Mayo,

EXCHANGE 8TREET, PORTLAND.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

8fl Commercial

HOOKS 1

Journals, Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,

JOHN W. PERKINS A CO.,

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

DRINKS.

BAILEY &
66 AND 68

56 and

June 23.

Coflbe.6 Tea,..,.6
Draught Ale,.5 Porter.6

Gussettings,

FINDINGS,

PORTLAND,

ACCOUNT

Manufactured and for Sale by

BRIGS, BYR STIFFS, CLASS WAO,

PAINTER,
POUTLAKD,

PASTRY.
RELISHES.
Pie,.6 Tomatoes.fi
Apple Pie.6 Cucumbers,.6
Squash lie.6 Ouions.6
Mince Pie,.6 Squash.6
Custard

Aug. 11, 1802.

Elastic

WHOLESALE DEALERS

Hair Way Dswn Willow Street,

PUDDINGS.

BLANK

HOT

—

Je30—SmdJkw

WILLIAM CAPEN,

siansr

BOOKS k STATIONERY.

ALSO, KID AND GOAT STOCK,
BO Union, four door* from Middle
Street,
c.n. bbkxd.

Portland. Me.
Je23tf

__

Mutton, with
Caper .Sauce.25
Boiled Ham.18

Cargo Brig

AND

NQ 7J

MANUFACTURERS of BOOTS & SHOES,

MERRILL’S WHARF,

Caanarrclal Street,

DISHES.

For sale

INPOBTKRS OF

Lutings, Serges,

Corn, Flour and Grain,

Codfish,.15
Halibut,.15

I. D. Lincoln.

—

DEALERS III-

Plain and

COAL

»f

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

ROILED.
Cold Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Beef’s Tongues,.18
Mutton Chop.18

Boiled

Jeweler,

AND

FARE :

OF

Portland. Me.

■

Also, Dealer in
Portland. June 28.1862.

AMOS SMITH,
BILL

Middle Street.

"k"

PORTLAND.

a

Deliveries must be made as follows: One tenth of
tbe amount contracted for.
per week, commencing
in two week* from tin- date of the contract. Failure
to deliver at aspecitiod time will subject the contractor to a forfeiture of the amount due at that time.
No bid will be considered which docs not come
from a manufacturer or
manufacturing company,
and which does not state
explicitly the place, time
and quantity of each weekly
delivery.
The Department reserves the right to
reject any or
all of the bids which may be made.
Each party obtaining a contract w ill be
required to
enter into bonds with
proper sureties for the faithful
execution of the same.
Upon the award being made, successful bidders
will Ik* notified; and will be furnished with forms of
the contract, and bond required of them.
Proposals will be addressed to
“General JAMES W. RIPLEY.
Chief of Ordnance,
Washington, D. CV*
And will be endorsed
“Proposals lor Blankets.”
JAMES W. RIPLEY,
sep9tl3
Brig. Gen., Chief of Ord'cc.

WJI. II. II. HATCH,

^Manufacturing

and 16 Exchange Street,

1862.

BUSINESS CARDS.

141

DINING SALOON.

MORNING, SEPTEMBER 13,

BUSINESS CARDS.

METROPOLITAN

delivery

Delta, Aug. 30.

Federal Rale in New Orleans.

MISCELLANEOUS^

the death of Gen. Stevens at Chan-

When the excite-

man that would enlist,
came,—the offer was repeated
four times in succession by him, and every time
It was immediately accepted. Then other men
took it up offering $5 and $10, until twenty-

another

The Death or Ge.v. Stevens.—A
special
correspondent of the Tribune gives the following account of the circumstances immediately

SATURDAY

Bath. July 3. 18«2.

O. E. R. ratten,
E. K. Harding,

J. r. None,
David ration,
J. C. Jamcoa.
E. K HAKDINO. Preatdont,
E. C. HYDE. Secretary.
,lRm

Book, Card & Fancy Printing,
NEATLY- EXECUTED

AT THE OFFICE OF THE NtE9$.

Let the People Know tlie Truth.

THE DAILY PRESS.

In the darkest, hour of the nation’s
behooves the Government to let the

peril it
people
prepared

PORTLAND, MAINE.

know the worst, and then they will be
to meet any emergencies that may arise.

Saturday Morning, Sept. 13, 1NS2,

the

State oi Maine.
linnmn

Department,

l

Augusta, August 20, 1SC2. I

‘"Ilicit

aoaaton of the Executin' <
Chamber, in Augustwenty-third dav of September

adjourned
lat held at the Council
ANwill
Tuesday the

ta, on
next.

ry, there is everything to lose, by withholding

loyal States anything
that they, as interested parties, have a right to
know; and especially is it dangerous to make
any attempt at deception. Let us know the
truth, even if it lie of terrible disasters to our
If the
arms, ami we can prepare for the trial.
Government have made any mistakes there is
nothing to Is- gained by concealing them.

“conserva-

who are forever finding fault

gentlemen,

tive"

.because of the negro question, and beg of them
to sec, as it in a mirror, a reflection of their
own countenances; and if they wish to get rid
of the

Men an; fallible I icings, and it is not to be expected that in this war all unused to military
movements will make

no mistakes.
The peodon't expect, perfection in their officers,
but they do expect them to lie frank and open,

“everlasting nigger,” perhaps they may

ple

take the hint to hold their tongues about biin,
and not keep eternally thrusting him before

and

they will help rectify all errors honestly
made, if they know what they are.
We sustain the Government, and we have
striven to do what wc might to strengthen its

every Union gun, and before every measure
put forth to quell the rebellion, and demandthat Sambo in chains shall be held too
on the altar of

ing

sacred to be offered in sacrifice

patriotism,

even

though nothing

else will

But we must be permitted to express our opinion that the people
have a right to demand the truth. They ex-

~

The Government should deal

t

i

TOWS.

t*

a

*

~

=

5

t

s

rj

%

£

*

S
Baldwin
122
231
•Bridgton
Brunswick
302
•I
Elizabeth 214
Casco
91
•Cumberland 118
Falmouth
160
244
Freeport
Gorham
326
148
•Gray
112
Harps well
Harrison
146
86
Naples
N. Glo'ster
188

129
2*17
263
1H1
127
1.69
183
ISO
246
2o2
156
137
161
109

Acton
•Alfred

103
14*1

TOW*.

5C

Yarmouth lie
Otistleld
144

2

N.

Portland
•Powi.nl
K:o moult
Scarboru’

4

Sebago

1

Slandish

Westbrook

14

Windham
Yarmouth

1376
100
92
114
46
216
333
282
161

cordial and earnest support. Any other course
is dangerous. Let the Government dally with

well when
the

270

•Kittery

•Lebanon
Limerick

234
127

606
282
106
93

196
Jii2
194
2f.2
223
Ins

Let

Total

sympathies and support,but this is
delay or procrastination. The
people are behind us, clamoring to know just
where we are. We but give voice to the earnest desires of all loyal men, who are looking
anxiously, waiting with intense impatience to
know what has been done, and what is wanted

the

Sweat’s
418.

majority

in

by

men

KNOW THE TKITH.
1

Letter from Aroostook.

Iloulton'* (Juotn—Scientific Surrey—ll'oodstock Iron IForfr*—Iron in Aroostook—
Uoilroad—Intercolonial Line—Crops.
Mu. Eiiitok:—Houlton

responds promptly

the call of the Government for

to

her nine

month's quota, as she always has done for all
the previous calls. A telegram went forward
Gov. Washburn

yesterday, that the men are
enlistcds. Aroostook Co. has supplied her sons
by hundreds from every section, ami is still
ready to keep pace w ith, if not to lead her sister counties in the patriotic work.
I met Messrs. Hitchcock and Goodafo, of
the Scientific Survey, yesterday at Woodstock.
Like faithful servants of the Statu as they are,
w hile reeounoitcriug along the border of New
Brunswick, they dropped over to the St. John,
to

that point to see the Iron Works, and various minus in the vicinity.
They are confident
that iron ore,of a quality equal to that now beat

u.

t

ing manufactured so successfully at Woodstock, exists in Inexhaustible quantities in several towns in Aroostook.

S3
3
116
9.64 43
96
134
4
277
120
229
4
3il 34
166 24
183

Should

this prove
is important from

to lie the case, the discovery
the fact that the Woodstock furnace, is now
living run to Its fullest rapacity, turning out

Iron

superior to

any yet produced for plating
Iron-clad vessels. The pigs are bought in England at ♦do a ton. Two more furnaces are to
lie erected next year with the view to supply
possible quantity to the British

the greatest

The proprietors of these works
a new combination of sub11 ii x,which gives to the iron when

248
125

ave

155

lance

1-1
266
324
146
242
220
213
347
34

lanufacturcd into

5132 6650

discovered
for

a

plates for the Warriors, the
resisting power of any yet manufactMay not Maine supply the same article

rcatest
•tred.
2

Warriors and Monitors'.1 I*rof.
Iitehcock may give an affirmative answer as a
esult of this week’s exploration in Aroostook.
Che survey is in good hands, and the uext
or our

6

own

.cgislaturc should keep

him at his work.

■•marked that he finds the

He

Maine,
ii indis]ieiisnble
requisite and a reliable guide,
all his travels and explorations.
Houlton and Woodstock, have a railroad

310.

Sweat elected

add our voice to theirs, and say to
we have placed in
power, i.et fs

we

Y*ork, 412; plurality,
plurality.

108

new

map of

ommunication w ith the sea-board at St. Anrews, connecting wi'h the International line
f steamers by boat to Eastport. A strong efirt is being made to secure the location of the

Honorable Ideation of Maine Soldiers.
In the official rejiort of Gen. B. F. Butler
Rouge, he makes hon-

of the battle of Baton

gallant deeds and meritorious services of those engaged in that brilliant affair. The following extract from his
orable mention of the

tepurt relates
this State:

to

ne

in it* route.

provincial govrnors are now in session at Montreal,
making
ilis matter, as it is understood, a part of their

tiie officers and soldiers fiom

■

elilicratious.

i

Tad at the north is

Tlie present terminus of this
nearly midway between
loulton and Woodstock. Woodstock is a
■
ourishing town. It has risen Phoenix-like
• oui the devastation caused
by the great fire,

The 14th Maine Volunteers have credit for
their gallaut conduct throughout the day.
Col.Nickerson deserves well of his country,
not more lor his daring and cool courage displayed oil the Held when his horse was killed
from under him, than for his skill, energy and
perseverance in bringing bis men in such a
state of discipline as to enable them to execute
most difficult maneuvers under tire with steadiness and efficiency, llis regiment behaved

*

ml now has several brick blocks that compare
ivorably with tlie licst in Portland. In hotels,
ic lilaneliard House and Renfrew
House, are
honor to the Province.

J. II. Metcalf,
of tiie 14th Maine, were wounded while nobly
discliargiug their duty.
Capt. French, Co. K., 14tli Maine, who was
terribly wounded white-leading on his men to
oue of the iinest charges of the battle, it is
rorrow ful, indeed, to add, that
by the accident
to the steamer Whiteman he was drowned.
2d Sergeant J. N. seavey, Co. C, Corporal
Edminster, Co. 14. Privates Preble, and Blackman, Co. K, and 1M Sergeant Snow, Co. 14, all
of the 14th Maine, arc commended lor rare

■

ay. The surrounding country far up. to and
txive Great Falla, like Aroostook, is beautiful
id fertile.
The crops ill this region are generally good.
ew have an idea of tlie
productiveness of this

juntry, who have not seen it. The yield of
iy, oats, potatoes, butter, wool, wheat, Ac.,
■ enormous.
Aroostook is worthy of ail that
said of her. Give her easy access by rail-

reality beyond

whom borrowed guns and entered the ranks at
the commencement of tiie action, are highly
commended.
Worcester
oue

Transcript

brother of

calls

our

b the

to

Gi

guished fellow-citizen, Senator Fessenden, is a
member of tiie present Congress; that one lias
been elected to serve out the unexpired term of
Judge Walton, while three of his sons have

over

<j.

Correspondence ol the Press.
Poland, Sept. 12th. 1802.
Editors of the Portland Press:

s

■venty-six men accepted by tlie Surgeon. Co.
U” lias thirty-two men to lie examined
to-day,
ieb Co. was ap|MHihmed
twenty-five men

entered the army. Of these, one led the stale
as Capt. of a
company of sharp-shooters and

yet

|>eiadventure, the Garden

ts:—Poland has furnished her quota of
tlie months uien without a draft.
Our town is divided into two
Companies,
V" and “H.”
Our quota is fifty.
Co. A has

distin-

was
subsequently attached to Geu. Hunter's
staff: another is a Captain in the regular army
and was wounded at the battle of Sliiola;
while the third lias recently fallen on the Held
of Centerville, and tiie grass has not
grown

a

Maine.

I

j
j

u

li.

we

If Co. H lacks any number ol men
them

privately enlisted. And when

we

Fatli-

Abram wants 50 more, you can count Pond in; we have the
money, men, and will.
Yours truly
VOLUNTEER.

his new-made grave.

Rev. II. A. Philbrook, Chaplain of the
syit is the testimony of our wounded men
h Maine Regiment,says that Hunter’s
Negro
that the rebel army are living on the
country
rigade proved a failure chiefly through the
through which they pass, and that they have J rejudice of northern men.
The sanitary
no bread, no salt meats, or any stores that
they i ■nditiou of the army at Hilton Head, lie repliavu uot captured from us or plundered from I •isents
to he mucli Improved, the sickness havthe people.
ing abated. Mr. P. is at home on a furlough.

Correspondence of

SELECTED.

£y “Give us as good leaders as
meu,” Is all the people ask for now.

iy“The Union Republican
fornia, has swept the State.

America in Congress assembled That it shall
be the duty of the several collectors of the
customs at the ports of entry within the United Mates, during the continuance of the present relielliou, to cause to la* administered to
each and every master of any American ship
or vessel, steamship or steam vessel, which
shall be about to clear for any foreign port or
place, or for any port or place within the United States, the oath of allegiance required bychapter sixty-four of the acts ef the year
eighteen hundred and sixtv-one; which oath
shall Is: duly taken by such masters before
such vessels shall be permitted to clear as
The

Cy“The 18th day of September has lieen appointed by Jeirersou Davis as a day of fasting
and prayer.

8y*Lawrence, Mass., with 2200 men liable
to do military duty, has 1£12 now in the service, which is 410 over the quota.
£y*Monday morning, upon 1st page, we
publish General Pope's official report iu

full.
case

STWe are indebted to Stephen Berry,
Esq., agent of the Associated Press, for tiles of
foreign papers.
y.Vew Orltfuis papers of Sept 1st, have
come to hand.
The city was perfectly quiet
and orderly.
’y The 12th Maine regiment has received
100 recruits at New Orleans, and now numbers
809 men.

jy Private letters state that the 1st Maine
Cavalry are “safe in Washington” with no man
lost. Tin* writer might have added that the
rebels seem to be equally sale.

Thf.v Rox’t Kio.n-r.—One of the best military officers in the Union army informs us
that if the Union troops had fought with any-

”y* There

thing
pluck
played by the reliefs, at the late battle at Bull
Kun, our forces would not have been obliged
to fall back upon the fortifications at
Washingthe

and determination dis-

the selectmen

furnished, to secure insertion
require to know his name.
jy Why arc the people of the 1st District
like patients who put themselves under hydropathic treatment? Because they have con-

reverse after reverse to our arms.—
One whole Division, in the recent light, turned
and tied with their lender, before receiving six

cluded to take

tendered his services to Gen.

ommand

■

to many commanders of corps in the
army. It is useless to deny the fact—our men
don't fight, and they will not until they see

i3

wen

the ruin that stares us in the face:

they enlist
of for the

ii

uui

men

UBtur

uuiy jigni,

Pluck to the Inst.—The Right Spirit.
A Boston merchant, in politics an Adamantine Democrat, of the school that hates Gov.

hang Wendell Phillips,
concerning the w ar in a private note, from w hich we make the subjoined
extract. Although dissenting from his political creed, we admire the vigorous policy he
would

Matters

in

resign
Crimea, not a hunredtli part so gross or so damaging.”
Shipmaster’s Oath of Allegiance.—By
ustoma, the Secretary of the Treasury has

Congress shall be
iforced, which requires all American sliipiasters, whenever they clear, whether foreign
r coastwise, to take an oath of
allegiance to
^ jy A "Smoker,” in

eek.

$60,000 |ht week In the hands
unitary Commission, and declares his
css to lw bound by the
proposition.
lace

|

iff’The Pope who
a bull, but to

sued

cad,

u

a

Argus

are

ridgton and
lieritf, is as follows:

n

onists,

“very

was

Clark, of Wiscssset, and Deerof Uielinioml, addressed the meeting in
(irring ..elies, and a good time was the reone

all,

man

w

rites

correspondent,

a

derogatory
volunteers] look

to the

volunteers,

ami

When

an

sual amount of

presumption,
tie lioys are accustomed to s|>euk of it as
cheek.” The last manifestation of this qualithat attracted

our

ay’s Argus, where,
use

or

attention,

was

iu Tlmrs-

in the editorial leailer.tliat

detainer of Abraham Liucoliqaiul endorser

f the infamous resolves of the late Dem. State

Press.

Mu. Enron:—I was very much pleased to
see tlie notice of our city
election in your
paper of yesterday, under the head <>f “Appeal !
to tlie People.”
Tlie case is stronger than
there represented. Hayden lias 101 plurality
and -10 clear majority. It is to be hoped that
this demonstration may convince some people
that it is useless to place their private ends in
opposition to tlie wishes of an enlightened

on., accuses

the Press of an “assault on Pres-

leut Lincoln,” and virtually calls upon lleublicans to ignore it because it has shown so
ttle respect for the administration as to allow
correspondent to express the opinion that
ertaiu measures heretofore tolerated
•resident and Cabinet

eeomplish

1 .aent,

‘‘Ye

are

not

well

by the
adapted to

objects of tile federal
gods ami little Ashes!”

the

goveru-

TO DEPART.

Norwegian.Quebec.Liverpool.Sept

Hr. 11.

here Du. Kelley'* genuine medicines
iu Portland.
w

September.Saturday
HIGH

Ilorn'g

1.40

Friday. Sept. 18.
ARRIVED.
Brig If If McG Avery, (of s<>ar*pnrt) Crockett. fW>m
Matanza* 26th ult. Died, 6th iu*t, of yellow fever,
Wm 51 Kendall, 1st Mate, of I'ortiand, aged 32 years.
Brig 1* R I urti*, Gregg, licton NS.
Brig Virginia. Card, Boston.
Sch Fowler, (Br) 4 rowdey, Windsor NS.
Sch Coleraine, (Br) Moon*, Maitland NS for Porta-

mouth.
Sell Plymouth, (Br) Smith, Windsor NS.
Sch Lumpier, (Br) Iteveraou, Windsor NS.
sch A .) Dyer, fefcogeia. Platon Cm
Sch Jacob Raymond, Long, Providence.
Sch Ro-a, Sawyer, Boston.
Sch Jas Garcelon, Anderson. Haverhill.
Sch Boxer. Rankin, Portsmouth.
Sch Ar borer. Smith. Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch 11 Chase. Thurston, Deer Die for Boston.
Sch Sarah, York, Saco.
Sch 4 omjuest, Johnson, Falmouth.
Steamer New England, Field, St John NB via
East port.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.

lti|8oa.

CLEARED.
Brig Weuouah. Dow. Fliitanza*. by Isaac Emerr.
Sch Margaret Alice, (Br) Simmon*. 4 oruwailis N'S.
Steamer New England, Field. Eaetport.
MEMORANDA.
Report* from Havana represent that vessels arc
hut
a*
tliere
is no movement of importance in
scarce,

sugar, charters are still scarcer, and rate* remain unchanged. Falmouth and order* nominally £2 to 2 5*.
Very little done this week. A few charter* have been
effected at the following rates: Brem. ship Catherine Duckwitz, to load cotton fora port between Havre
and llambutg at 3c per pound or to New York at lc:
bark Betsey Williams, to loot] 450 hlids sugar or molasses at Itenu-dios for Boston, at 64 50 for sugar and
for molasses.

disasters.
Sch
from New York for New 4>rleans, put
into Philadelphia on the loth in*t, for repair*, having been considerably disabled by being struck by a
whirlwind, on the 1st inst. in lat 35 45, Ion 74 20.

Dingo,

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Barnstable 1st lust, sch Flora. Iiobbins, West
Banks. 700 qtls tish.
Ar at do 2d, sch E 4' Latham, Smith, Grand Bank,
100»ioils tish. Spojje, on (>raud Banks, August 15th,
schs Lake, of Bncksport, 700 utls tish; Julia Graje,
of 4)r!and. 650 qtl* tish.
Arat New bury port 0th inst, sell Amelia, Hatfield,
Labrador. ldU.UliO tish.
Ar at South 4 hat ham 3d inst, sch Risk, Eld red ge.
Grand Bauks, 2H.000 tish.
Spoke—on Bank Quereau, 18th ult, sclu Elizabeth
Foster. 25,000 tish.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Cld 9ifh ult. ship* Catharine.
Freeman, New York; William II Wharton. Jones,
Havre; bark Sebra Crocker. Staph**, New York; Almira Coomb*. Drink water, do; brig Meclianic, Look,

Wtsf-fn

KEY
port 2d inat, chip J 1* Whitney,
Arey, from New Orleans for New York, damaged by
collision with brig Wapp«a». rpg.
PORT ROYAL HC—CM Oth, sch* Fred Sheerer.
Sheerer. Portland via Vienna; Kate Walker, Gulliver, Boston;
for Fortress Monroe
PHILADELl’HI A—Ar Uth lust, brig Isaac Carver,
Shutc. Fortress Monroe.
Cld Hth. brig II T Buggies, fimm, Barbadoes; sch
Ariel, Tre worgv, Boston; Lizzie Taylor, Fortress
Monroe; Auu. Blake, Kichmoud, Me.
Cld 10th, sobs Win Arthur, llaskell, Portland; K
Knight. Eudicott. Boston.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th. ships < Heron; Percy, Liver-

Typhoon,

pool.

Will be made and

Boot* ami Shoes

long
are

American Shoe

a>

sold

DK P. P.

by

Cld 10th. shit* Empire, Coombs, and Lucy ThompCrocker. Liverpool; Mongolia, Hutchins, PanaGreyhound. Alexander. Goree and a inkt.
Cld 11th. rchs Cosmos. Spear: Yandovi, Bray; Saran. Holden, and Northern Light. Lane, Portland;
S K Harr, Keut. Bangor.
NEWPORT—Ar loth, sell Julia E Gainage. Brew-

•tor, Grand Turk, tor order*.
BOSTON—Ar 11th, brigs .1 Means, Wells, Georgetown 1>C; A Colbv, Harriiuan. Bonaire; scbs Harriet & Samaut ha. Lane, Vinalliaven; Excel, Ingraham, Rockland: Solon. Boardiuan. < amden; LO

A STRONG HAILING will be erected around the
to prevent those who inhale the Gas from comin contact with the audience.
TWELVE STOUT MEN will
occupy the staga, to
those under the influence of the Gas from injuring themselves or others.

Sta^e

protect

Some

will

11. M.

QUIMBY,

The

Tipi>cd

Pearl Street, Boston.
BEA BCE, Treasurer.

would

give notice that he ha
returned to Portland, and cau be found at his Itoom,
No. Id International House, Tuesday, August
12th, w lierehe will attoud to ail wishing to consul
him.
First Examination

at

office.9200

subsequent sitting

at office.CO

260
City Patients, first Examination at residence..
Each subsequent visit at residence. 1 00
August 10, 18G2.—tf

tlfCousuiiiptioii and Catarrh, and all diseases of
the Thioat aud Lungs, successfully treated by Inhalation,
By C. Mouse, M. D.,
Corner Smith and Congress St*.

aul8 '02 eod

Dentistry.—Dr. .lOSIAIi I1E.VLD. No. 241 Conof 1st Parish Church,

gress Street, first door east
Portland, Me.
Physician
Office,

and

corner

of

aug7dly

Surgeon.—H. A. LAMB. M. P.,
aud Chestnut Streets,

Congress

Portland, Me.
Particular

attention

paid to Surgery, including
diseases of the eye and ear.
aug7—6md

develop

the most

promi-

Laugh, Dance,

Sing, Declaim, etc*, etc*
Ga* will be administered only to gentlemen of

The
the highest respectability. To an intellectual person,
the sensations produced by itaredelightftil beyond all
power of language to express.

will inhale the Gas

during

the euturtainmeut.

NOTICES OF THE PRE88.
'Bkttxh Lafuh THAU Cry.'—Om need not
reason in regard to tlie truth of this old
Each man * experience attest* to the fact that laugh-

ter i* healthful, promotes digestion, leng heus one's
life, aud shortens one’s face. Dr. Colton Ita* been
rightly termed the ‘High Priest of Laughter'; for
wherever he gives one of his Laughing Gas Exhibitions. tlie whole community, even iti these war times,
are better natural for a month afterward*.
Tlie Exhibition is so entirely unique and novel that no description can give one n real idea of the aslouishing
effects produced upon those who inhale the Nitrous
Oxide. Dr. C. Somes to us with the most flattering
notices from both tlie religions mad secular presses,
and we may expect to sec an audience of our very
best people' on
night.”—{.Salem Register.

Thursday

“Those entertainment*

have

been

admirably

so

managed by Dr. ( oltou, that they have gained the
and applause of onr very be*t citizens—
patronage
ladies and gentlemen, in which the attraction* of music and mirth have contended for preference.”—(Phil.
North American.

Tickets, 19 Cts.; Two Tickets, 29 Cts.
Doors open at

no

7$;

bill* changed for leas than three
to

commence

at

sept 13—It

7] o'clock.

Camp Abraham

Limcolv, I
Portland. Sept. 10. 1802. f
GENERAL ORDER No. 3.
In order to secure the advantages of so ranch of
General Order No. 32. issued
tbe Governor and
Commander-in-Chief, as authorizes the quota* of tho
several town* to enter tbe company or regianent of
their choice, so far as may be consistent with tho
service, all quota* must report their mutual arrangements to these Head gnartera. immediately af»
ter their arrival in camp, to tlie end that tin- organization of tlie several companies and regimeats may
be perfected at the earliest practicable moment.
I lie disposit on of such
quota* a* cannot
agree in the nreminea will be made by the < ommand-

by

mutually

sch* HiaPoland, Damar-

day.
respective companies and regiments will bo duly organized. imiue<ilately upon their being Ailed.
The

No companr will b© organized without the fall
men.
No regiment* or companies
win lien-after be allowed to organize oaUide of tho
reuderv ous.
The commissioning of any and all ofleers of companies and regiments, uow or hereafter encamped at
this rendezvous, will be objected against by the ( olonel commanding, unless such officer*, immediately
upon their election, occupy the commodious quarters
provided for them at this camp, and are found invariably, upon all proper oceasion*, present for duty
with their respective commands.
By order of the Colonel Commandant.
e. s. Morris, port A^pt.
*epM— lw

complement of 101

IVtllcf.
undersigned, having been appointed by Nathaniel G. Marshall, Eau., United State* Assess
or for the first assessment district in Maine. Assistant Assessor* for the sixth and seventh division of
said district, embracing the city of Portland, and
having been duly qualified and entered upon the duties thereof, hereby give notice to all nrrsons liabto
to taxation in said city under tbe law orCoagres* apthey will be in session daiproved luly* 1st, 18®. that
ly (Sundai excepted) for the present, at office iu the
new City Building, in the second story, from nine to
eleven o’clock in the forenoon, and from three to five
o'clock in tbe afternoon, to receive true and complete lists of all taxable property, of every kind; alfor license, as provided in
so, to receive
application*
and required
-aid act.
SAM'L .SMALL, Aaa't Assc-aor, Div. No. 6.
A. V. GKRRlSH,.7.
X. B.—Blank form* can be had by calling at office.
dlw
Portland. Sept. 12. 18®

THE

Family Oroceries.
E. G. PEVVELL A CO,
No.

Guptil),

j

l>ighton.

Sid llth, sell E 11 Adams, for New York.
DlGll TON—Ar 9th, sch Helen Mar, Looker, from
Georgetown D<'.
PORTS Mol'TII—Sid 8th, sch Citizen, Driukwatcr,
New Bedford.

FOREIGN PORTS.
At Maluga 20th ult, hark iun, Kent. for Boston;
Velma, Nickerson, fordo; t elestia. Howes, tor New
» ork ; sehs Win S Baker.
Hamilton, Iroin Genoa, ar
0th, to load fruit tor Boston; Mascuic, Perry, and
k II Gould, Hinith, tor New York; Transit, Davis,
veking.
At Buenos Ayres July 21. ship Geo Turner. Haley.
»r Portland few days; hark Nicho.as CurvenJ base,
•r Antwerp, Idg; L D Carver. Ihinion. for New
«»rk; Lizzie, Nickerson, for Rio Janeiro tew days,

Congreaa

Street,

UAVK

FAMILY groceries,
Such a* Tea*, CoflLcs, Sugars, Spice*. Pickles, Ac.,
Having made arrangement* with some of our boat
dairies, we also intend to keep supplied with tbe

CHOICEST
To

BUTTER,

be found In the market; also.

Poultry, Vegetables, Eggs, &c.
IT“ 1000 do*. Egg* wanted Immediately.
We
Invite a share of public patronage,
and urwnife* to give entire •attraction to those who
purchase of u*.
eodtiw
Sept. 11. 18<3.

respectfully

( amp Abraham lAnroln.
busine** with this reudesvoa* will be trans*
artid at the head quarter* ou tin* campgrounds.
JOHN LYNCH, Col. Commandant.
lw
Sept. 11. 1*3.

ALL

Come !

Come !

YOUR COUNTRY CALLS YOU!
TWENTY
-Can have

a

MEN

place

In the-

6th Maine Battery,*-Capt.

McGilvery,

Among those brave and gallant men, if applied for

immediately.
8230.00

BOI VrV

Paid to each recruit

St

ADVANCE,

before leaving the State.

$79 in Money, and 160 Acres of Land,
At the clow?

of the

war.

Now is the last chance—

Come!
N.

It.—Members of the Battery

are

exempted from

picket duty.
Office 27 Market Square,

aug27—dlw

SAMI CL THURSTON,
Recruiting officer.

THE OLD PORTLAND

BAND7

REORGANIZED.
J. t'OI.E.

■

ballast.
At Cadiz 23d ult, hark Speedwell, lav lor. fni Bourn, ar 22d: brig L M Merritt, Berry, for Bouton.
At Black River J, 17th ult, uch C A Farnsworth,
link*, for New York. Idg.
Ar at Mausanilla 18th ult, bark John Henry, Carer. Capo Verde l-land.
Ar at Trinidad 27th ult. bark Casco. Garduor, New

300

taken store as above, and intend to keep a
fresh and prime assortment of every kind of

Liverpool;

watha, Arey, Rockland; Express,

iscotta
Ar 12th, schs R Foster, Brown. Maehias; Shawmut, McDermott, him! Auii Parker, Wells, Bangor;
Trailer,
Rockland; Mary Jaue. Merrill.Bath,
Merrill, Johnson, Portland.
PLYMOlTil-Ar 4th. sch B W Eldridge, Snow,
New York, (and cld 6th for do.)
Cld tfth, sell Rochester, for Bangor.
SALEM—ArIKh lust, sch J Warren, Grant, Port
Ewell
N AN 'ITCKET—Ar 3d iust, sch Susan, Cofliu, New
Bed lord.
SOMERSET-—ArGth, sch Argus, Crowley, Elisabet hia> rt.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar Vth, brig Alexander Mill!hcn. 1 ish. Wareliuiu.
Sid llth, sell Julia Newell, Trott. Baltimore.
FALL RIVER—Ar loth, brig J W Drisco, Driuco,

early

ant at an

Foster, Foster, Boothbay; Novel, Clark, Portland;

31 R Shephard, Bartlett. Plymouth.
< id 11th, shin Groto, Davis.

be had

all Shoe Dealers iu the

Tip Co., 108

sepl*tiw

without.

three

OF GAB

administered.

ing

son.
ma;

Davis will be in attendance at the above room
Thursday aud Friday, Sept. 11th and 12th and cau

wear a*

HALL,

15th, IM1

SIXTY GALLONS

ern

12.

••The Coffer Tip."—Parents who wish to avoid
the anno) ance aud expense of buyiug a new pair of
shoes every month for their children, can do so
by
buying the Metallic Tipped Shoes. Due pair with the

X KW8.

PORT OF PORTLAND.

L. Davis,

can

He pi.

Ticket*.
13

I
WATER
SUN.
| Even’g 2.01 | Rise*. .6.37 | Seta.. .6.14

MARINE

be consulted upon all disease* free of charge.
The afflicted are respectfully invited to call.
tit
sept6

■*

CITY

Monday,

Head Quarter*,

Da.

Each

LAUGHING GAS,

tT* Positively

MINIATURE ALMANAC.

Analytical Physicians, for the better accommodation
patients, have removed their office to a more
ca)»aciotis room. No. 8 Clapp's Block,—the only place

they

individual exhibits an 1111-

impudence

Europa.Liverpool.Boston......Sept 20

of their

who made some remarks

it up, made him mount
tc rostrum, show himself to the crowd, and
lake a suitable apology.”

V. P.

Dr. J. Clawson Kkllky and

ult;

was

Sept

30
3
3
3
6
10
10
13

North American ..Quebec.Liverpool.Sept 13
Bremen.New York.. Bremen.Sept 13
Asia.Boston..,. ..Liverpool.Sept 17
Kangaroo.New York..Liverpool.Sept 20
Etna.New York.. Liverpool.Sept 20
20
Australasian.New York Uverpool.Sept 21
Edinburg.New York..Uverpool.Sept 27
New York.New York.. Bremen.Sept 27
Bohemian.Quebec.Uverpool.Sept 27
Arabia.Boston.Liverpool.Oct. 1

k Co.'s
(formerly William* k Orvls) £25 Family Sewing Machines tiud it so.
1'hese Machines, for simplicity, durability aud ea.*e of management, are not excelled
by anv other. A straight needle is used and the driving wheel can run hack ward* or forwards aud sew
just as well, and in the m«>chaiii*in are to be observed
a number of ingenious contrivances
peculiar to this
machine only. The manufacturer* say that if costly
maehines are want<*d. they make them isjual in style
and finish to those* of auy other makers, hut gtiod
faith reuuire* them to say, that *o tar as resjiects the
practical uses of a sewing machine, tlieir *25 machines arvjn*t as aomi and just as reliable as any
m>U'hines trhiek either theinse/rrs or anyhoihf else
ran make.
ITease call aud see them at $41 Middle
Street.
K. P. STAN I ELS, Agent.
Portland, Sept. 7, 18ff2.
eod2w*

United State*.

and to cap

Aug

Saxonia.Southampton. New York Sept
Etna.Liverpool.New York. Sept
Scotia.LiverjK»ol.Xdw York.. Sept

Economy i* Healthy
purchasers of tho C. W. William*

tips will

!he

despotism of King Caucus was in this instance
powerless against tlie w ill of tlie people.
With your (icmiissiun, I will embrace some
convenient opportunity to enlarge a little upon
this matter of King Caucus, and some of his

And the

on

York.
York.
Y ork.

of‘New
Uverpool.New
Sept
Bohemian.Liverpool.Quebec.Sept
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Sept

The following deaths of Maine men occurred in the hospitals here last night: 11. Stockwell, Oth battery ; E. Read, Maine cavalry.

ig,

for two reasons: first, that a mail so well fitted for the (lost, should lie re-elected, in spite
of the senseless clamors which sought to damage him: and secondly and mainly, that the

lbt!2.

meeting

lubbard ami

ather

Faik Put.

war

on the evening of the iltli
ist., and the quota of the town was promptly
lade up without resorting to a draft. Messrs,

there

public.
Bath, Sept. 12,

true, brave and devoted

eld in this old town

This

For tlie

a

Dresden.—A rousing

1’iikss—Uvntk-men:—It gave me
great pleasure to learn by your morning paper,
that Mr. Ilaydeu, Kepreseutative elect from
Bath, had the good sense to ap|>cal from the

truly,

liecnuse like

Edinburg.Uverpool.New
Y ork.

Citv

marching on Hagerstown.

air.

'raveller writes—“Of course there must lie
mch of suffering in a hospital where one liiiured were provided for, and where three hunred were carried. But so soon as as this w as
lade known, the building and grounds sw armd with ladies; they performed disgusting olties with steady nerves; they cut off the liorrile til thy clothes of sufferers with their own
anils—spuuged wounds swarming with verlin—and clad the poor fellows in their husands’, and failing these, in their own clothing,
t did not strike me as ludicrous, as 1 saw one
ix-foot Maine lumberman, witli a breast as
baggy as a Irnffnlo-iolie, arrayed in an cmroidered chemise instead ot a shirt.”

[Written for the Press.]

of petty tyranny.
Yours

mill

i«-;u

citizen, lie refused to haul down the
tars and stripes to a mob of rebel
sympathizes in a British i>ort!
'The Washington correspondent of the

Kiutoks

acts

ness

vmeriean

doubt the

and with success.

icc

fills, whose death is mentioned in the above
aragrapb, was murdered by blue-nosed seces-

ways.

people,

uwiuaiiu

Oxide,

OK-

and horses.

Washington, Sept.

—

proverb.—

TO A K HI VI.

Australasian.Liverpool.New

to invade

business.—Bangor Whig.

mi

knows

to the

Sheriff, Official.—The omCounty, except the towns of
Scarboro, (not yet returned) for

or the

Including several prominent citizens of Portland,

Loudouderry.

Gov. Uurtin has promptly advised President
Lincoln and the generals in command at Washington, of all iulurmation .which has reached
here through the numerous channels under his
control.
The most active measures are being put in
force to assemble a large army to resist the
rebel invasion, and if possible save our capitals
Horn devastation and outrage.
The men comprising the companies under
the eall of the Governor for the militia, should
provide themselves each with a guu and 3000
rounds of tixed ammunition to suit the calibre
of the piece.
It will lie impossible for the State to furnish
arms to such a large number of men.

Mr. Win. n. Hills, a well
nown and esteemed citizen of Koekland, died
cry suddenly in SL John, N. B„ on Wednesuy, whither he had gone a few days previous

precisely how handy it is to do
such tilings, and in accusing the l’ress, lias only given the key to its owu customs. We shall
respectfully decliue to follow such questionable
lead, and prefer to plod on in our verdant

caucus

for

—

Xitrous

Liverpool

whole army upon Pennsylvania.

of those who should have sustained him.

ft

Flail* are forwarded by every steamer in the
regular lines. The steamers for or from
call at
Queenstown, except the Canadiau liue, which call at

Later.—Since the report of the foregoing,
reliable information has been received that
Stonewall Jackson, with his advance, is now
in Hagerstown preparing to move with his

Sudden Death.

virtual falsehood upon its
no

are

5040
Pennell,
4303
Brackett,
432
Scattering
Taking the vote for Governor in Bridgton
| id Scarboro as a basis, Pennell has Ave hunj red and Ally two plurality over Brackett, and
i clear majority of 120 over all.

handy to make such things” there! In other
words, tin* Argus, speaking from experience,
knows it to he very handy to get up editorials
uader color of communications, and thus iina

t

Vote

entirely a stranger. For example: Thursday
the Argus distinctly intimated tiiat a communication signed “A.” in the l’ress, was got up

unsuspecting readers! We have

bull in his recent

a

gentlemen,

WILL GIVE THE SECOND EXHIBITION

TWELVE GENTLEMEN,

Harrisburg. Sept 12.
2.30 A.M.—One of our scouts, who has just
returned from Frederick, says the rebels have
broken up their encampment at Frederick,and

ul vote for this

on

cheat and

said never to have

have issued bullets in-

have made

seems to

readi-

•

We learn every day something of the
past editorial customs of this city—customs to
which we, as a mere “provincial" editor, w ere

a

w as

of the

unpaign, and the President has sent him out
noug the prairies of the West, where he can
istlire the animal at a cheap rate.
In the ab■nce of further light, however, the
people will
slow to believe that Pope was not allowed
• fail
through sheer neglect of duty on the

General Wool arrives to-morrow to take
command of the State forces. The (ample are
responding cn nwt**c to Governor Curtin’s
proelamatiou. There will be forty or fifty
thonsaml here within three days. Arms are
plenty here for all. The railroad to Baltimore
Is unbrokeu.”

pose

11c proposes to reduce the smoke one-

alf, iienellt the smoker thereby in health, and

date of

was

of the New York

one

apers, estimates that the cost of cigars cotiuned in that city, will amount to $100,000 a

calculation it has been ascertained that there are over sixty thousand men
of the reserve militia new thoroughly organized into companies, under the provisions of
the militia act of 1868. In a very short time
their brigade organization will lie complete.
The Ismg Bridge over the Susquehanna, at
Columbia, is well guarded by infantry. Two
hundred recruits are now sent oil' tvir the old

in tlie editorial ofticc, and said it

United States.

le

loth, says:
“By careful

'/nine

or-

cred that the late law of

the

now

in the

irtue of instructions to all the Collectors of

lUUi,

regiments dally. Drafting arrangements

mismanagement

ir

says:
“All along the Northern Central, and the
Y'irk and Gcttysburj railroads, the wildest excitement prevails. There is a not a little village hamlet, of ever so humble pretensions,
that does not Ima-t of its band of patriots, who
are drilling and otherwise
making prcpralinns
for resistance to State invasion and protection
of the general Government.
The rebels are playing a desperate game in
the invasion of our State, lor a more determined people never existed thau are now
aroused to repel them.”

Harrisburg correspondent, under

shadow.

plaster, to order.
plaster, to P Randall

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.

of the rebels have recently
been within 40 miles of Baltimore, on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, and carried away the
telegraph instruments from several stations.
A Baltimore correspondent states that within the past week several of the leading Unionists in town have received anonymous letters
written and mailed in this city, threatening to
hang them to the nearest lamp post when
Jackson should arrive.
A letter from Uumherland Gap, dated the
28th ult., says we are surrounded, and our supplies are cut off. The rels-ls have 20,000 men
just out of caution shot in our front, and their
pickets run across the mountain, from valley
to valley, up to within two miles of this
Gap.
More of the enemy’s troop, are now on their
from
and
two
rebel
columns
Knoxville,
way
have also gained our rear, one of which crossed over by Rogers and the other by Big Creek
Gap. One of these columns, under Kirby
Smith, is almut to push its way to Northern
Kentucky, and attempt to cross the Ohio river, and by the time this reaches you the whole
of Eastern Kentucky will fall into the hands
of the rebels, and we may lie isolated. We
have begged for reinforcements for two months
past, so that we might penetrate iuto East
Tennessee, where both friends and supplies
await us, but the authorities at Washington
have turned a deaf ear to our entreaties.

“Aberdeen and Newcastle had to

ivs

8ou.

Scouting parties

The New York World thinks the re-

Pennsylvania.—A York,
under date ol the

lor

900 lb* iron.
Br sch Plymouth—140 tons
Br sch Exempler—200 ton*

He estimates the main force of the enemy
about Frederick at 80,000, but the main force
of the rels-ls is believed to l>e back of Lees-

disasters imperiously demand that the
resident should reconstruct his cabinet, and

would like. Neither is the foe in the one
he would desire, lie is desperate, and has lost
about everything. Property gone and honor
following suit! And lie means that we shall
In- as poor as himself,
materially. Our honor
can never allow our troops to commit the vile
deeds that his have done. Kearney's sword
stolen! Webster’s body left in nudity on the
Held !
Poor chivalry!
You arc doomed!
While We have a man,and the Rebel* a traitor
to Maud on hi* leg*,he must be knocked down.
ll is no time to dopond.
We are mre to
eome oat right.
Fight! Fight!! Fight!!!—
light with white men—fight with nigger*—
light with Indian*. Fight till the last trump
is somided—till the Angel hath one foot on
the sea and the other on the land. Fight till
Iteliellion ceases and the Government is restored to its ancient rule over all the laud.
Fight, if need he, till we make our enemies our
foul-stool.”

the roll.

men

Congress, is
could scarcely cast a

Augusta,

MATANZAS-Hri* II II Metillrm—308 bbd«m<>
lasses, 45 tc* do, 14 bols do, to Isaac L Came.
PICTOC NS—Brig P U Curtis—331) ton* coal, to J
L Farmer.
WINDSOR NS—Br sch Fowler—40 cords wood,

Pennsylvania.
New York, Sept. 12.
A morning paper correspondent at Middlebrook, Md.,«ays our army
advancing very
slowly, and there were indications that the reliels are in force a I'eW miles lieyond that place.

squeezed to
against lilaiiie
squeezed so thin

of ladies and

most

The effect of the Gas is to
nent traits of character.

_IMPORTS.

Union army timely advancing—Cumberlawl
Gap to be held at all hazard»—Rebelt on
the more for llagertlown—Stonewall Jack-

■nt

a- we

more

LATEST BY EVENING PAPERS.

was

COLTOK,
Exhibitions during the
pa»i two montha
have crowded the Tremont
WHOSE
Temple with the
fashionable audiences

NEW

In thi* citv 12th inst, Charles Edwin, sou of Sami
and Clara V. Mathews, aged 24 years.
t y Funeral from their residence, 96 Oxford street,
Sunday, at } past 12 o'clock.
On board steamer Dariington. on the passage from
St Augustine to Feruandina. Fla., Le Roy flight, of
Scarboro, 1st. Lieut. Co. D. 9th Me. Keg., aged 23.
lu Brunswick 10th inst, Mrs. Rachel, wife of B. F.
Atkinson. ag.Mi 39 years.
In Brunswick 10th inst, Mrs. Mary M. Lemont aged
02 years 9 mouths.
In Topsham 3d inst, Mrs. Sally Jameson, aged 62
years.

A contribution of seventy-five dollars was
then made by those present, for the lieneflt of
the new recruits, and other substantial tokens
of the good will of our citizens were conferred
upon them by some of the by-slanders. The
ballot-box, containing the fatal numbers, w-hich
had liven regarded with reverential awe by
some of the “ununiformed militia,” was laid
aside, anil we hope that the loyal men of Fryeburg will always preveut the necessity of its
use, as they did on the preseut occasion. **

the

New Orleans.

AT-

DIED.

Fryeburg, by filling her quota of volunteer*, and six persons promptly stepped up

n.imi,

says

In this citv 11th inst.'by Rev. Dr. Carruthers. Mr.
Edward G. Whitmore to Mis* Fannie E. Lewris, all
of Portland.
In Hallowrell 8th inst, Mr. John Leavitt to Mis*
Mary Jeuni*.
In Bath —th inst, Mr. Cha*. II. Chace of Gardiner,
to Miss Sarah E. Lombard, of Bath.
In Exeter, Mr. William A. Leighton to Mis* Eliza
W. Hollis.

ism of

signed

allan.

<

Aug2N, lat 47 40, Ion 4*116. brig Fannie Lincoln, of
aldoboro. from New York lor Dublin
Sept 1, lat 2D 46, Ion 71 10, brig ( B Alien, Kay, 11
days from New York for key West.
Sept 3. lat 4n 4o N, Ion 6»i 40 W, bark Ocean Bride,
from Ikstoii for Melbourne
Sept », lat 3D, Ion 74. ship Win Wirt, from N York
for
>>

NEW~ADV;ERTISEMENTS.

In this city 28th ult. bv Rev. Dr. Carruther*, Mr.
John F. Brett to Miss LyJia S. Gray, all of Portland.

of the present. At the close of
Mr. Crocker offered to make one of the four
who would come forward to prove the patriot-

and

SPOKEN.
Aug 3. ofT Wight, ship Advance, Cutter, ftn Havre

for

DR.

high duties
his remarks,

f

uit lie

advocates, and the tone of courage and cotilldence he maintains:
“Well, I have watched the “news.” From all
that can lie made of it. we arc not in so good a llx

worth

are

Ar al CnrdeiiM 23d tilt, hark K II Knight,
Raynea,
ortlami; sell Ann Elizabeth, Pettie, Frankfort.
.Sid 21st, barks Liuda Stewart, Davis, Hemodioc;
23il, K 11 knight, Haynes, Purtiand; brig Abby Watlon, Watson. Philadelphia.
8ld 27th, brig Hobin, killnian, Frankfort.
Ar at Sagua 13th lilt, brig 8 P Browu,
Hammond,
Havana; 16th, Vesta, Fuller, do.
1

Western Railroad.130

Boston and Maine Railroad.114
Eastern Railroad. 75
Old Colony and Fall River Railroad.110
Boston and Providence Railroad,.118

_MARRIED.

than liounties to arouse them to the

cath. Gould himself, nominated

lould ticket in that county

writes his view s

I‘a., correspondent,

ic heart* of American citizens

burg, numbering over 100,000.
It is positively asserted that the rels-ls give
signs of ail intention to hold for a time the
line of the Monocacy, on which there had been
skirmishing.
Lee had when he entered Maryland, 30 or
40 12-pounders and a very small amount of
ammunition, but he hopes to supply this want
in Maryland, as well as the recruiting of his

Democrat

1
8
104
loo
3

Arguments were exhausted, and
Orderly Sergeant was about to commence
the draft, when S. K. Crocker, Esq., rose and
made a last and most stirring appeal to the patriotism of those present. He urged upon his
hearers to lay aside all thoughts of self, and
remember only their duty to their country.—
His speech was eloquent, and worthy of the
great cause which he advocated, and proved
by the interest and enthusiasm with which it
was received, that such appeals to the patriot-

much diluted with sweet-

The Koekland

Railroad.1**4}

10.do.1261

the

rtr-in the article signed “Maine,” in ycs■rday's Press, one line was left out through
listake, which marred the article, though it
id not so far obscure the meaning as to roller republication necessary.

if it be distasteful.

1 Northern Railroad .58f
2 Fitchburg
10 Vermont and Canada Railroad.12H

eagerly accept-

volunteers.

tragedian, has
Lew Wallace, in

iiramiimij pium

were

South to such purpose that there seemed no
possibility of our finding the remainder of our

liable to book one.

things; but we an- of those who believe
people ought to kuow the truth, even

Andrew and

so

21.9Q0.do.119

citizens between the ages of 18 and

Ilall,

10*}

3.6*2* American Gold.11;*
4.600 .do.1194

going to Canada at this juncture, induced a
larger attendance of the friends of “Jirailbury
anil peace” than might otherwise have been
expected, but dissuaded from enjoying tlie
hospitalities of Canada themselves, they had
labored to underrate the advantages of going

ned water, that, though we have Ashed for
full half hour over liis article, we have been

tight for their country, instead
bounty offered, we may expect to
to

hear of rebel invasion of the Free States. It
may be said that it is not prudent to publish
these

iws u

w

3oo.do.

13.316.do.ingl

It is but due to Secretary Stanton to say
that his last argument against the propriety of

ton

his ideas are

ut

unui

required of our

ed.

f Death.”

t

the crisis
out

patriotic

Cincinnati, and the Oder has been

at

18.**>0 U. S. Certificates of lndpht<*diii->*.«jH*
20.000 .do.. .(April endorsed)
ies;
lo United States Demand Notes.
ppJ

It was known that

would lie

men

45 to visit Warren's

ccepted. Mr. M. has two sons in the army.
yThe editor of the Portsmouth Chronlle is trying to find out how to collect a bill
>r printing, of a defunct lyccuin.
He had
•etter get out a writ, returnable to the “Court

perior

earnestly

the eminent

..

company on that day, either by draft or otherwise, and consequently the invitations to our

Sweat.

a

jy Murdock,

shots from the enemy, and that turned the fate
of the day. Wo have confidence in our informant. As a military man he is infinitely su-

the readers of the Press.

shall

we

chronicle

clearly

County, this year,
failed to post the war-

ed sketches arc

should not have to

until they appreciate more
that is upon us.

having

y We have inserted “V. P.’s” brief communication, contrary to rule. If the suggest-

if the whole army had the energy and pluck
of the Sunrise State, and her honored mother,
we

election held in the

no

rant.

He says the Maine troops are the liest in
the array; they tight like heroes every time
they can get a chance, and always drive their
foe. Massachusetts, he says, ranks next; and

Bay State,

was

of Sears mont, Waldo

town

ton.

more

Jefferson Jackson.

as

may In*,) that 1 will support, protect, and defend the Constitution and government of the
United States against all enemies, whether
domestic or foreign, and that I will bear true
faith, allegiance, and loyalty to the same, any
ordinance, resolution, or law of any State convention to the contrary notwithstanding; and,
further, that 1 do this with a full determination,
pledge, and purpose, without any mental reservation or evasion whatsoever; and, further,
that I will well and faithfully perform all the
duties which may be required of me by law:
So help me God.”

near

BROKERS’ BOARD.
Stock*.—Boston. s«pt. 11,18*52.
33.000 United State- Coupon Sixes (1881).
1004
21.000
do..; &»!
3.7(») United States 7 3-1*) Treasury Note*.lo3
14.000 .do
.pi2]
60 U. S. Treasury Notes, 2 years .ipi
10.800 .do.* .] 104
Salk of

Fkykuubo, Sept. 11,1802.
Editor*:—Perhaps an account of j
the proceedings here on tlie memorable tenth ,
of September may not lie without interest to j
four able-bodied

shall

following is the form of the oath:
solemnly swear, (or affirm, as the

tlie Old

ticket in Cali-

Stonewall Jackson’s real name is Thom-

aforesaid.
“I do

the Press.

Mrs.tr*.

»y A Temperance regiment has been rais-

by tlir Senate amt House of
ttepresentatirm of the United States if

A

give

we

ed in Indiana.

Jie it enacted

aid to tlie outer world, and she will soon tie

bravery.
Acting Ordnance Sergeant Long, Quartermaster Sergeant Gardner, and
Commissary
Sergeant Jackman,of tiie 14tli Maine, all (if

The

Two well conduct-

d papers, the Sentinel and
Journslympply the
«'Ws,—the former giving tlie telegrams eveiy

admirably.
Maj. Biekmoro, and Adjutant

mind the fact that

Tito several

ANI)

Fryeburg'* (junta.

that the

of them.

Then

ORIGINAL

oath.

time For

no

Whole vote of Cumberland, 10,801; whole
vote of York, 10,888.
Goodwin’s imyority in Cumberland, 177;

plurality,

say we are attacking the AdminFar from it. It ha* our earnest

no one

and cordial

---.

161

on

Government.

182
147
Newtield
14#
N. Beww-ick 139
I'arsomUirld 196
Saco
461
128
Shapleigh
•saufordl
198
S. Berwick
219
Walerboro' 171
Wells
24.5
York
105

1
2

people

istration.

5439 6129 133

Liiningtnn
Lyman

IBS

the brink of ruin, and
will lose confldence in their leaders,
wc are

and nil is lout.

YORK OOORTY.

136
143
Berwiek
188
Biddelord
413
Buxton
301
Cornish
122
•I ’nylon
72
Eliot
109
Hollis
ISO
•Kennebunk 252
Keunb’kp't 183

people, refuse to let them know the truth,
permit false impression to obtain, that all is

the
or

__

Total

frankly with

people. It should not fear to repost- confidence in them, ami in turn it will receive their
the

for Mr. Sweat is 108:

S

say that it

This is all wrong

Those towns marked with a star are
are such returns as have been
furnished to Die Press. It will lie seen by the

*

to

They have known them all, ever since the war
began. They will certainly know all our plans,
in spite of nil attempts at concealment. It is
a disgraceful fact, but it is a fact, nevertheless.
The people of Secessia have known more of
our matters than the people of the free States.

unofficial, and

o'

folly
people

It is sheer

is necessary to keep the
in ignorance,
for fear the reliels will discover our plans.—

State.

plurality

them, and the Government

to

will make one of its most serious mistakes if
it withholds it.

composing the 1st Congressional District.
They are mostly official, being taken from the
returns of clerks to the office of
.Secretary of

tliut the

still.

so

pect it; it is due

Official Returns from the 1st Congressional
District.
We give below full returns from the townB

footing

We do

iiands.

save

the Union from total overthrow:
The conservatives arc the most pertinacious
persons in tilt' world ill forcing people to discuss the everlasting negro question.
They refuse the nation any rest whatever from the
eternal monotony of the song of slavery.—
They raise the cry of negro! negro! negro!
continually. If a tax be proposed, they tear
that it will lie unjustly burdening to slave
property. If an expedition is to l>o made,they
fear that somebody's slave will be run off. If
a rebel is arrested, they fear that his negroes
will become demoralized ami dangerous without their master.
If a black pilot should run
off a rebel vessel, they dread receiving him.
lest it should encourage runaway negroes. If
a free school
lie opened, the negroes should
learn mischief. If a rebel's negroes be found
for
the rebel army, they are opcorn
raising
jtosed to taking them for fear of disturbing the
“guarantees of the Constitution.” If a loyal
man says he would see slavery perish to save
the Union, they tell you that such sentiments
will incite the negroes to insurrection. If a
solitary measure ol [icacc or war can Ik> proposed which your conservatism w ill not connect in some way or other witli the negro
question, we do not know what it can be.—
The most absurd tiling in the whole matter is
that these same Radical Conservatives, whose
very “breath is agitation,'’ and who would become extinct if slavery were destroyed, are
forever complaining that other people w ill talk
of slavery. These men, who agitate from
morning till night, reproach others lor agitating. We tell these gentlemen very positively
that we cannot, and will not, allow them to
ciyoy a monopoly of this agitation. If you
are for the Union and against a discussion of
slavery, then help us save the Union, and let
slavery take care of itself amid the fortunes of
war.
If its violence and vicissitudes destroy
it, let it be destroyed; if otherwise, then very
bnt
we can not stop the work of crushwell;
ing out tlie rebellion to read Dred .Scott derisions. or Missouri compromises, or Crittenden
resolutions. We mean to kill out the rels-llion.
We mean to destroy all the agencies used to
promote and sustain the rebellion, and we
don’t intend to stop one moment to consider
whether anybody's negro runs off on account
of w hat we do. It is useless for conservatives
to keep up tills cry of slavery.
Everybody
now understands it,
as a stale trick, which
means anything or nothing. Our linn belief
is, that loyal men have something more ini|>ortant to attend to at present, than to bother
themselves about the security of rebels’ negroes.

of the

people

from the

Negro Agitator*—the Boot on the other Leg.
Tito following article we flml in the New
Orleans Delta, credited to the Nashville
(Tenn) Union. We commend it to the care-

exceedingly

The

and have a

them for men and means to carry on this war.
There is nothing to Ik- gained,—on the contra-

Attest,
JOSEPH It HALE,
Secretary of State.
ang21dtd

ful attention of those

Government, really,

people
right to know, to their fullest extent, the difficulties and dangers that surround them. Their
representatives at Washington depend upon
are

Shipmasters* Oath.
following is that portion of the art of
Congress requiring all shipmasters to take the
oath of allegiance, ami also the form of the
The

.....

UaStr

COLE, and the member* of the Cortland
Band, having returned friunthcwar. the Band

#.MR.

han lieen re-organized aud consolidated on
the old basis, aud is uow prepared to fUrnish

MUSIC FOR THE MILLION,

u

at short notice.
J.

Engagement* may be made with
COLE, Leader, 19J Market Square,
Or C. L. CURTIS, Secrtimrw,

Sept. 1, dlw.

SAVE THE PIECES!

ow.

Hid 7th. hark Haiuiltou. Chase. New York.
Ar at Havana 31st ult, hark < hilton, Pennell, New
ork.
Ar at Matanzau 29th ult, brig A B Cook, 1‘erkiou,
ortlaud.
Hid 22d, brig Demarara. Blanchard, Pluladelpliia;
•euuiark, Staples, Nassau NP.

Richards' Combined Glne and Cement
I. I. *ave tkm time* it* cost to any family using
it to repair Aursdarr, Gloss, thiikiry smi
Stone M art. Wholesale and retail by
isiodJw
G. L. BAILEY, 42 Exchange Street.

Wl

MATTERS ABOUT TOWN.

Gilvery,
engaged

the 6th Maine Battery Capt. Me
that Mr. Samuel Thurston has beet
iu recruiting for, and in which he luu

BY

evening,

for drill.

organization
requested.

for the purpose of

A full attendance is

Attention Company.—The men on the
enlistment rolls of Messrs. Knight and Chose
are hereby notified to meet at 2 o’clock this
afternoon at the tent in front of the Post Office,
to attend to special business.
Death on Shipboard.—Mr. Wm. M. Kendall of this city 1st mate of
brig II. H. Me Gilvery, at this port from Matanzas, died on board
the vessel on the6th Inst, of
yellow fever. He

thirty

two years of age. The vessel was
quarantined on her arrival at this port yesterwas

day.
Myrtle Street.—We

are

glad

to see

that

the

City authorities have commenced moving
buildings between the City Hall and Cumberland street, for the purpose of widening the
street It is an improvement which has been
needed ever siuce the erection of the City
building.
Early Corn.—We have a specimen ear of
corn, fair and perfectly ripe, picked on the 8lh
last,—the seed of which was planted on the
20th of June last, oil apiece of land in
Sebago
(owned by Mr. Walter Corey, of this city,)
which was burnt over in May. The yield will
the

be about 10 bushels

to

Who will

the acre.

say this is not

a corn
growing State ?
23T" Charles Morgan of this city, a private
In the 1st Massachusetts regiment, at the battle near Centerville, had his left leg taken off
by a cannon ball about half way from the foot
to the knee, and received five musket balls in
other parts of his body. He is now in the Army Square Hospital. Washington, rapidly recovering from his wounds, and iu line spirits.
Personal.—We arc happy to see once
more in our city the Rev.
Henry Cox, of St,
Louis, Mo., former pastor of the Chestnut

of

loyal

Methodism in Missouri.

following packthis morning to

ages will be sent by express
the Sanitary Committee at Washington:

8 boxes from Eastport; 1 do from New
Gloucester; 1 do from Oldtnwn: 1 do from
Farmington Falls; 1 do from place unknown;
2 barrels from Bath: 2 cases from Yarmouth;
1 do from Comville; 2 do from place unknown;
1 do from Liberty; 1 barrel from East Baldwin; lease from East Wluthrop; 1 do from
ladies of Stockton; 8 do from Skowhegan; 1
box from do; 1 do from Monson; 1 barrel from
place unknown; 1 case from Noway.
A Patriotic Family.—In the town of
Stowe, Oxford county, resides a widow, who
has six

Four of them enlisted in the
Maine regiments last year, and a fifth has recently enlisted In the nine months’ quota.
sons.

The quota from that

town

not

being

full

by

man, drafting was resorted to on Wednesday, and the sixth and last son of the widow
was the oue on whom fell the lot to go. When
the patriotic mother heard of it, she exclaimed,
one

“Go my son, your country wants you; I will
try to get along without your help.” The
young man came to the city yesterday, and is
now at Camp Abraham Lincoln.
Tiie Laughing Gas.—If any ladies
credulous in

are

in-

regard
delightful
ex|>erienced by the inhalation of this wonderful agent, the following note recently addressed
to

the

sensations

to Dr. Colton will show that one at least of
their sisters felt

pretty good:

“Dr Colton—Sir: The second lady who inhaled the gas last Wednesday afternitou begs
to thank you for that delightful sensation, and
solicits as a favor that you will permit her
again to enjoy the same privilege to-morrow.
Anticipating a crowd of applicants, prompts

this early solicitation.

Anna.”
Very respectfully,
Ladies that wish to secure a good seat this
afternoon must be early in attendance.
Laughino Gas.—Dr. Colton gave his first
exhibition of

densely
and it

Laughing Gas last evening to a
crowded house in the new City Hall,

hard to say which seemed most delighted, tiie audience or the. subjects under the
influence. The effects were varied and origiwas

nal ; the programme

including double shuttles,
war speeches, songs, and
gymnastics. The
speeches were mostly on the war topic. Our
friend Tom. B. asking most
pathetically,
“Abraham Lincoln! Abraham Lincoln! why
don’t you crush this rebellion ?” One. gentleman fought through the battle of Bull Run.
Another, one of our most accomplished drill
officers, tailored under the hallucination that
he was

drilling his company, and charged
the stage with great elan.
These exhibitions afford more sport than al-

across

most any other

popular exhibition,

and under

Dr. Colton’s management aie instructive as
well as amusing. We have known the Doctor
these fifteen years, and never miss
him wrhen he comes our way.

hearing

He will

give another exhibition on Monday
and also an exhibition for ladies only

evening,
this afternoon,

to

which latter the admission

will be but six cents.
George Francis Train in Portland.—
Mr. George Francis Train arrived in this city

early yesterday morning in the steamer New
Brunswick from St. John, N. B., and took lodgings at the U. S. Hotel. As soon us it was

and addressed

balcony

them for

eight

or

ten minutes.

He was very sarcastic and severe
in his remarks upon old England, and denounced the Provinces of New Brunswick, as far as

they

had

terms.

come

They

under his

were

observation,

in hitter
full of the Secession spirit,

and that of the worst kind. Halifax, he said
bad become to be the port now for Confederate

vessels,

instead of

Nassau, and an armed
fitting out at that place for the
Southern Confederacy. The merchants there
all favor the South and hoped they would triumph.

steamer was

As Mr. Train was to leave for Boston in the
morning, he was obliged to curtail his remarks.

Ex-Gov. Casey of Illinois died

day night

at

Casey ville, Illinois,

from a

Fridisease
on

of the heart.

J3F”The Philadelphia Press has a letter
from Ellicott's Mills, Sept 10, which says:
“An intelligent relsd lieutenant, who has recently been captured by a scouting party of
Gen. Burnside’s corps d’annec, says that although the rebel army is large and well organized, we have greatly over estimated its real
strength in the newspapers. The Confederate
generals do not for a moment hope to overwhelm us, or even make an extensive Invasion
of Northern soil.
They believe—at least the
most sanguine of them—that their leaders
nrc
far superior to our
generals in a strategical
point of view, having proved it on the field
upon several occasions, mid they hope liy rapid movements and brilliant dashes to w eary our
people of tin; w ar, alarm the governinf'ikl, nn<l
prevent ils from advancing upon Uiclinioud until winter, when the bad condition of the roads
will place an embargo on any Federal advance
During the interval thus obtained, thev
to recuperate and
reorganize, and gain the
recognition of foreign powers.

hope’

Holyhead.
The Liverpool Mercury asserts that it is
destitute of truth, and founded probably on
the gun practice between two British ships of
A report prevailed that Thurlow Weed is
charged with an important mission to the

British government.

The Loudon Journals generally take a very
gloomy view of American affairs, so far as the
Federal Government is concerned.
The Post says the North must either do as
England did in 178J, or imitate Russia iu her
government of Poland.
The Daily News argues that it is absolutely
essential that the South should be compelled
to acknow ledge the superiority of the North,
and submit to the terms that the North may
dictate.
The Times and the Daily News lioth criticise
President Lincoln’s address to the negroes,
relative to emancipation, and his views are

pronounced impracticable.
Mr. 1 'arson Hall, a ship owner, who has
been active iu running the blockade, has suspended payment, owing to difficulties in realizing returns.
Queen Victoria has gone to Germany.

The French Government has ordered that
no operations shall lie undertaken in the interior of Mexico, until the middle of October.
The details of Garibaldi's capture say he
was w ounded in the
thigh and foot by a bayonet.
His retreat was cut off’; unconditional
surrender became inevitable, but his resistance
nevertheless was desperate. He has arrived

Kout of Jcnken's Guerillas.

Pim.AnEtPHiA, Sept. 12.
many rumors afloat mainly from

There are
Gen. McClellan's army, which are all favora-

l.l,.

Washington

National

Intelligencer says,

It is

reported that Garibaldi's wounds are
not serious, and that they are
progressing favorably. It is presumed that he will be tried
and sentenced, but pardoned on accouut of his

learned last evening t>v a messenger from
tlie army of Gen. McClellan, that he had adwe

vanced his

headquarters,

miles beyond
Rockville, and that the army had approached
Monocracy river, the bridges over which a
portion of them had been destroyed by tlie
rebels.
Tlie bridge at Guneer's Run is washed
away. No trains will leave Kensington depot
for New York to-day. The travel to New
York will be via. Tacony.
The Wheeling Intelligencer of the
llthrsays
that Adjutant General Sayles received tlie folsome

past services.

One rumor says that the government intends
Garibaldi to America.
There lias been popular dcmonstations in
favor of Garibaldi at several places, but they
were put down.
The newspapers, generally, think the event
must hasten the solution of tiie Roman
question, and cause the French to withdraw from

sending

Rome.

lowing:

of

The blockade of Sicily has been raised and
the state of seige removed.
The London Peace Society has issued an
address urging Americans to peace.

Gimlet/, Ira., Sept. 0.—Jenken’s whole force

guerillas was met and routed by
panies of file 2d Virginia cavalry.

six comOur loss

Loss of enemy unknown.
Col. J. A. Lkiiitiibem,
(Signed)
4th Infantry.
The City Council has appropriated half a
million for the defence of the city and
State,
and has given the Mayor full power.
was

one

killed.

Rebels

Karchiiig;

on

Uniontown.

Seizure of Postage Stamps.
Lewd Conduct of Female Secessionists.

Rebel Charge through Westminster.
Federal occupation of Newmarket

Baltimore, Sept 12.

I learn from

a gentlemen who left Westminsyesterday, that the rebels abandoned that place at 11 o’clock yesterday morning, marching towards Uniontown, w hich is in
the direction of Hagerstown. They number
about 350, with 12-pound Held pieces, under
command of Col. Bossier. They darted into

ter

11a lit moke, Sept. 12.
The American says, we learn from a gentleman who lelt Westminster
yesterday morning,
that there was no demoustation by the rebels
in that direction.
All the bridges on tlie Northern Central
road are now strongly protected, and troops
are Iicing posted along the road
leading to It.
Trains went out as usual yesterday.
A dispatch from ElysviUe on the Baltimore
A Ohio railroad, reports heavy cannonading
a« having been heard there at an
early hour
yesterday, apparantly in the neighlxirhood of
Crbana. All was quiet along the road
up to
last night.
All was quiet in the vicinity of Harper’s
Kerry. Both the railroad and telegraph lines
are
uninterrupted between Harper's Kerry and

at

noon

town at 0 o'clock at
non on a hill, and

night, stationed their

can-

placed their pickets.
They told the citizens who had not fled that
they had nothing to tear as they came as
friends, and would interfere with no one uot
in military service. The secession smvpathizers in town kept aloof from them as much its
possible, but female traitors flocked around
them and welcomed themiuaniostenlhusiastic
manner.
Their conduct is described as most
disgusting and immodest. Tile rebels arrested
Ur. Billengea, the Provost Marshal, hut afterwards parolled him. All the iHioks ami papers
were destroyed.
They also took possession
ami seized all the postage stamps, which they
carried off with them. They opened a few
letters, hut left the balance. In their conversation with citizens they expressed the greatest friendship, and desired to be received as
friends. No one was interfered with or questioned with regard to his sentiments. They
had plenty of money, such as it was, and spent
it freely in purchasing what they wanted front

Wheeling.

Kive hundred rebel

cavalry, with two pieces
of artilery, charged through Westminster
early
last evening, tiring their pistols on unarmed
men in the streets.
A train about entering
the place was turned hack. It is thought that
a locomotive and two cars were
captured, as
they have not arrived here.
The federals occupied New Market,ten miles
from Krederick yesterday.

stores.

Statement of

an

Impressed

the money were notes on the Union
Bank, of Baltimore; some on the Westminster Bank, Virginia money, and rebel scrip.—
They even purchased food for their horses.—
Many of the horses of the rebels were marked
U. S., and Col. Bossier rode a charger which
lie said bad belonged to (ien. Pope.
They had a picket guard out during the
night, about 3 miles this side of Westminister,
but called it in at 10 o'clock that morning, and
took up their line of march westward at 11
o'clock. They said there would be more troops
there, who would come by the same route that
they hatl, Imt up to the hour our informant
left none had arrived.
They destroyed a small railroad bridge three
miles west of Westminster, at Oveudorf's
Mills, but afterwards expressed regret at having done it, Bossier declaring it to have been
unnecessary. Yesterday their pickets brought
in eleven deserters from the 114lh Pennsylvania regiment.
They gave a« their reason for
deserting that they had not received| their
bounty money.
The rebels obtained a number of recruits at
Westminster, refusing all excepting those w ho
came fully armed and equipped.
They wore
all kinds of dress, Imt our informant says they
were al! comfortably clad and were not ill bad
condition, nor were their horses.

Among

Union Man.

GENERAL LEE WOUNDED.
New York, Sept. 12.
A Hanover correspondent states that G. L.
West, of Chester factory, Hampden county,
Mass, deserted Thursday from the rebels, wlio
impressed him la-t January. He makes the
following statements:—'“That the rebels are
under Lee, and that Hill. Loiigstreet, McCall
ami Jackson are also—with 1.‘>0,000 men. The
rebels keep their troops close together.
They
have no tents, and Imild no Arcs,
everything
being conducted as secretly as possible. Pre-

vious to reaching Krederick, the rels-is were
badly off for provisions, hut since, they have
been well supplied.
A Baltimore dispateli of yesterday in tlie
Philadelphia Inquirer says that a rebel woman,
who saw Ix‘0 near Krederick, states that he
was wounded in both hands.
Kive companies of the Till New York regiment are ordered out with full
equipments
and large rations. They are
probably going
to Philadelphia.

Attack

Williamsburg

on

and Re-

pulse of the Rebels.
Death

of

Col.

FROM WASHINGTON.

Shingles

Merrimac No. 2

Fortress Mo.yroe, Sept. 11.

A rebel force of

cavalry,

with three

sailed.

Guerrilla Raid.
St. Johkeii, Mo., Sept. 12.
Porter, w ith 500 guerillas, made a dash on
Palmyra this morning, and released forty secesli prisoners. He held the town for a while,
but withdrew when lie heard an engine from
Hannibal whistle. He did no damage whatever.

for Service.

completed.

The government to-day completed tlie arrangements for the settlement of free colored
persons in Central America.
Evacuation of Huntsville by the
Federal forces.

Phantom.

Sa.n Francisco, Sept. 11.
The steamer Orizaba sailed for Panama today, carrying forty passengers and *750,1100
for New 1 oik. li is believed that a
large
amount of legal tender notes were also forwarded l>y the Orizaba.
The ship Aurora lias arrived from
Kong
Kong witli dates to July 22. She reports the
total loss of the ship Phantom,
by running on
a reef near
Hong Kong July 13. The Phantom left San Francisco on the 13th of
May,
taking *500,(1 Ml iu treasure, *40,000 of which
is insured in Kastern
A
companies.
portion of
the crew ol the Phantom arrived at
llong
Kong iu small boats July 10th. One boat,
containing Captain Sargent and the treasure,
had not been heard from when the Aurora

ready

general

CALIFORNIA.

of the Ship

not

Washington, Sept, 12.
Maj. Gen. (’lay lias lieen ordered to r<‘|>ort
to Gen. Butler at New Orleans, for duty.—
Brig. Gen. Kaue lias been ordered to report to
Gen. Casey.
It is stated that there are no rebels at
Draiuesville. Jackson, Fitzhugh, Lee, and
Lougstreet, crossed at Edward's Ferry oil tlie
7th with 40,000 men.
At the latest advices there was a large lores
at Leesburg uuder Lee.
A
from Norfolk says that the most
reliable information current there from Richmond, was that the Merrimac No. 2 was in no
condition for service, her plating not beiim

pieces

of artillery, under Col. Shingles, made an attack on Williamsburg on Tuesday
morning
about eight o’clock.
After Jiaviug captured
our pickets they marched into the town,
taking
our troops hv surprise.
An engagement ensued which lasted about thirty minutes. Our
forces consisted of the 5th Pennsylvania cavalry, Col. Campbell, who was taken prisoner,
together with live captains, four lieutenants,
and a few privates.
The rcU'l commander,
Col. Shingles, with eight of Ids officers and
nine men, were killed.
The loss of the rebels
was more severe than ours, and we remained
in possession of the place.
We took a number of prisoners.
FROM

New York,

Memphis, Sept. 9.
At a Union meeting held last night, Gen.
Sherman discussed slavery and other delicate
issues, and made a good impression.
Judge Sharp has been appointed to go to
Nashville to request Judge Cahou to organize

the courts here.
The Grenada Appeal of the (ith inst., confirms tlie Federal evaeuatiou of Huntsville,
Ala., and says the federal forces passed through
Winchester desolating the counties.
New York Mnrkct.

New Yoke, September 12.
quiet
drooping; sales 450bales at57c for
middling uplands, tty auetiuu. on Government acCotton

ami

bales Sea Island sold at !We a *1 21.
Hour—.State and Western 6c higher; Superfine
State ¥6 a 5 20; extra do ¥535 a 6 50; round
hoop
Ohio ¥5 75 a 5 85; Western ¥5ofla5 85;
Southern
firmer; mixed to goo,I ¥6 50 a 5 95; fancy and extra
I ¥5 ‘JO; C anada—tinner; extra ¥5 40 a li 80'.
W heat la 2c
higei; Chicago spring ¥1 06 a 1 18;
Milwaukee club #110 a 117; winter red Western
count, 822

*1 23 a 1 25.
Corn—lc higher;

mixed Western 57

a

68 tor east-

era.

l’ork

I

steady.

8uH»r*-Wudy;
ireigtiiis

to

New

Orlesaa 81

Liverpool lower.

a

lOic.

Sept.

John Scammon, Jr., of Stratham, on
Thursday afternoon, in a store in this city,

12.

Stock* steady but dull : Illinois Central
Michigan Southern guaranteed *‘»2‘:
Cteural
< ilicatro A Rock Island
( level mid &

«7f;

Michigan

141; New York ( eutral 94j!;
1881 coupons 100J; Treasury

I'ammiH

S^jixcs

83|;

expressed sentiments which were considered
offensive and treasonable. (Something of a

67|;

Toledo 641;
(.old 119 1-6; II
73-10 endorsed

crowd

collected, and he was arrested by officer
The alternative was given him to
take the oath of aliegicnce or to he locked
up,
and he expressed a preference for the latter.—
Johnson.

Commercial.
[Per steamship Edinburg, off

| Portsmouth Chronicle.

( ape Race.]
U V ERP(»()L ( (»TT()N M A R K ET —The sale* for
two day* were 20,000 bale*, including 17,000 to
*p«-clator* and exporters. The market opened excited
at an advance of 2d a 3d since
Filday, hut closed

Great Trotting.—The Bonner mares.
Lady Palmer and Peerless, ran a match, merely to show their paces, on the Centreville
Course, with 311 1-2 lbs. to wagon, when Peerless made two miles in fire minutes and two
seconds—the fastest time on record. Flora
Tetnnle trotted the same distance, with 100
lbs. less weight in live minutes and seven
seconds.

quiet.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF* MARKET. Richardson, Spence It Co., Wakefield, Nash & Co., ami
others, report Flour declined 3 a (id. Wheat dull and

declined 2d : Red Western 9*4d « 10s (id ; Red Southern 10s 6d » 10* 8d ; White Western 11 w 11* (kl; White
Southern llsOdo,^.
Corn declinedajtki; mixed
29* 3.!7r29* 6d ; yellow 29* (kl «29* 9d ; white 3l a,32s.

Shocking Accii>knt.-*-Wc learn from the
Bath Times that Clara Nichols, about, seven
years of age, daughter of Mr. Reed Nichols,
while riding on the carriage used to
lay up
rigging iiv the rope-walk of Messrs. Donnell,

LIVERPOOL

PROVISION MARKET.
Beef
Pork very dull. Bacon quiet hut steady at a
partial decline of 0d. Lard quiet Tallow inactive.
dull.

LIVERPOOL
firm

at

32*.

Turpentine

PRODUCE MARKET.
Ashes
Rosin advrnccd to 28s 6d^r29*.
.Spirit*
Ann at 126*. Sugar firmer. Coffee quiet,

latest via Queenstown.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET—The sale* for
two days were 0000 bulc*. including 4000 to speculators and exporter*. The market closed dull and nominal at a spght decline.
LONDON MONEY MARKET.—Consols closed at

| g;93J

93

Thursday afternoon, got caught in the tnachinery, and before assistance arrived, or the machinery could be stopped, her left leg was
completely severed from the body—the limb
being taken from the
after the

for money.

machinery

removed.

was

calls

Bridgeport, (Conn.,) Standard,
the water with which the city is furnished,

delivery of Davis’message before the Northern
people were informed of Gen. Hunter's displacement. The Worcester Spy very pertinently asks who communicated this brief, but
very iinportaut communication to the rebel
government; and the Boston Transcript asks:
Is there anything rotten in the
Adjutant
General’s office, at Washington? This
ques-

who was with his

commander, states
stripped off
by a rebel who sold them for twenty dollan.
Sy Appleton Oaksmith, who a few months
since was convicted in Boston of fitting out
slavers, made Ids escape from the jail in that
place on Thursday morning.
before lie was

dead, his

boots were

tion has been asked more than once since the
war began.
Then? is treachery somewhere
near the government offices.
Where it it ?”

jy If stories told of a few fellows on the
are to be
relied on, Fort Warren
will receive some occupants from that
region
soon, or justice will be defrauded of her rights.
gV When the Bangor stage was coming InSaco river

to the city on Monday evening, one of the
wheels came off the coach, causing it to
upset,
hut no one was injured.—Rockland Gazette.

tjT1' A few weeks since a fanner in Perry
county, Indiana, cradled three acres of wheat
in a single day, and that night his wile, not to
be outdone by biin, cradled three babies.
ry While Alphetis G. lloblts, of Pelham,
N. II., was bathing on Sunday, he was shot by
another man who was gunning,the shot
taking

»»“»

of the

out

be

to-day

war.

at two

The funeral services arc
o’clock in the afternoon.

The Hill Mill which shut down for refew weeks silice started up on
Monday
1st hist. W'e learn it is
running five days per
week. The new Hill Mill is
nearly completed
outside. [Lewiston Journal.

EyOne hundred men in Worcester, all 46
years of age, have organized themselves into a
company, and pledged themselves to respond
to

respondents,
For this

reason we

appeared
omit iu publication.

in our columns.

Perley telegraphs to the Journal from
Washington, that John Itoss, the Chief of the
Cherokee tribe, and other Indians are here.
The rising of the Northwestern Indians is
being
investigated, and some very curious disclosures mar lie expected.
The Grenada (Miss.) Appeal complains
that one million dollars worth of slaves
have absconded from the counties of Tunica
and Cahoina since the Uniou troops went
there. It says we “have violated the Constitu-

bitterly

tion.”

'ft' North Auburn beats the world in patriotism.
Out of sixty-tive or seventy families

in the limit* of the school district,
thi-re have been scut thirty-five volunteers to
till' war.
There is said to be only one unmarried man left who is liable to a draft.—[Lewis-

AT

The Hallow-ell Gazette says the weathfor the past week has been truly delightful.

Farmers have secured their

graiu

in

good ortlattering.—

der, and the pro*|iert for corn is
Slight frosts have nipped the com somewhat

CORXF.n OF

lands,

but no great

tlamagc

a young
in the army, who w-as born July 4, at 4
o’clock, P. M., at 44. in a street in that city,
1844, a 4th child, has 4 names, enlisted into the

Newton company which has joined

Cooper’s Shop

ON

to Let.
Commercial Street, head of Hobaon’a Wharf.
Inquire of J. H. IIAMLEN.
office un Hobson's Wharf.
•e|*4tf

Butter and Cheese.
"I iyi
XVrV

TUBS Choice
150 hoxefl

Vermont BUTTER,
CHEESE.

Just received aud for sale by
F. A. SMITH,
a 21 Silver Street.
and Onions.

fT fT BBLS. Silver-skin ONIONS.
I tl 1W do. APPLES. (Sweet aud Sour Boughs).
Just received and for sale by
F. A. SMITH,
19 * 21 Silver Street.
au*4d4w

MERCHANDISE.

FRUIT,

1800 hhds.
121*) hhds.
3000 sacks
ien(kl!Iur

Largo bark N. M. Haven.
Laglian.

Trapaui.
Liverpool.

Tk av a

>.

<

«\

Vermont Bntter.

2*^ TUBS Trime, for saleJ.byF.
_9*_
PRIME

A

call.

a

are

Sugar.

MUDS. Cardenas Molasses,

J(2.'i-.1rn

2*a» do. Muscavado do.
100 boxes 11. B. Sugar,
For .ale by JOHN

Produce,

tS1" Hi* friend* and the public

him

Assortment, for sale by
J F. WEEKS k CO.

s«pt9—3w

2"C/h
9J\J

WEEKS * CO.

Pickles and Sauces.

Tlolnsscs and

VEGETABLES,

invited to

give

Pier and Mantle Mirrors.
Oval, Square
Kliptieai frame*, with
WITH
Itoaewood, Itlaek Walnut
<.i)t tiiii*h made
of
or

OiW W U U k

Svaaoued

100.000 feet rongli-edged Hemlock Fence Hoards, at
84 per M feet. For sale by
J. II. HAM LEX.
al5dlm
Hobson s Wharf.

or

to

order,
any »i?c, »tvl« or deign, of new and
elegant pattern*; al*o cheap Looking Glaatea and
plate* rv**et in old frame*, bv
MOKKI.SON k t'o., 26, Market Square.

GROCERYSTOReT

FAMILY

JOHN PFRINTON,
Keeps constantly
prime

on

hand

Fruit Cans.
coon ASSORTMENT
iilati. and Tin, fer.it].. at

A

By KENDALL
July 29,

&

Old
d2tni*

HW2.

of Fruit Can., both
Manufacturers’ 1‘ricea,

WHITNEY,
City Hall, Cortland.

Gallant Seventh Maine!

general assortment of

a

FAMILY GROCERIES

SALE.

n’

Boy

tlolimK
S..

Kcgi.try ,,f Deeds, Bunk Jg;
» Mid Carroll
99.
aMignm] the «nme to the Ocean
ranee ( nnipany by ilced, dated the
day of January, A B, elghtwn hu„
»nd recoracl in ..id
Koghdry Book
.mi .aid Ocean ln.iir.rcc
Company,
Willi** to said Joshua B.
iisgood by doeci (i.t
of January. A. If.
and recorded in .aid Kcgi.try, Book 315.
pag.. 37
the .utMcnber claim, .aid
mortgage deed and
premises thereby convoyed as tlie Executor and Kmiduary legatee of tlie raid Jo.hua B. Oagood a.
alorenaid. Tlie condition of said deed of
mortgage
ha. been broken, by reaaon whereof tin.ntwenber
claim, a foreclo.ure of tlie name, and give. tin.
public notice thereof, according to the statute in
auch
caw* made and provided.
Bated thin fourth day of Augu.t, A. D, 1«62.
CHAKLK.H II. B8C.OOD,
Executor and Re.idnary Ugatee named in the lant
will and teatameut of Jo.hua B.
Oagood. w3wl2

al8 eodflw

Drums,

•JW.p.le “ft

:'x;

a.,ij

J.i,. tSU

Jihteeu himdre.V^d^ufv

fj

..

Notlrc* of Foreclosure.
Nirrii K la hereby given that Thomaa B.
rrott and Samuel Trott, of
PUBLIC
1‘ortland, C ounty of
umlierlwul state
of

t

opeued
No* 98

ou

SEVENTH

High S!r«*«‘t, Portland.

Tor Dirt her information

apply

aug29eod2w»

at No. 2* High St.
A. H. DU KG IN.

A NEW COFFIN WAREHOUSE.

COLONEL E. C. BASON.

Advance Bounty from City, 91*5.
Advance Bounty from State, 955.
Advance Bounty from C. Suite*. 9*7.
One lUonlli*

Pay in advance, 919

Ill Federal Street, Portland.

ou

by bis deed dated tho 1st day of February, in the
year 1*63, recorded in said Registry, book 342, page
486, conveyed in mortgage to the undersigned, one
undivided half of the above-described real estate;
That the condition of said mortgages, severally, ia
reason whereof the undersigned
broken,
hereby
claim** a foreclosure of the same.
«.KEEN WALDEN.
Cape Elizabeth, Sept. 10th, 1*2.
w3w 13

by

....

At a Court or Probxtk held at Poiilaud, within
and for the Countv of Cumberland, on the tirst
Tuesday of .September, fu the year of our Lord eighteen hnndred and sixtv-two,
M. MINOT?, named Executor in a certain Instrument
purporting to be the last Will
and Testament of Lois \4 inflow, late of Westbrook,
In said < ouuty, deceased, having
presented the same
ft irnn Ordered, That the said Executor give notice
to all person* interested, by causiug notice to be
published three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that they mav appear at a
Probate 4 oiirt to be held at said Portland, on the
first Tuesday of October next, at tea of the elock
in the forenoon, and shew cans#-, if
any thev have,
why the said Instrument should not be proved, approved and allowed as the last W ill and Testament
of said deceased.
W ILLIAM G. BAKROW8, Judge.
A true copy, attest:
•w3wl2
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
At a Court or Probatk held at Portland, within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of .September, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and dxty-two,
W. JORDAN, Executor of the last Will
and Testament of Samuel J. Jordan, late of
Cumberland, in said County, dec«*a*ed, having proseuted her
for license to sell and convey certain Real Estate of stud deceased, as described in
•aid petitiou:
ft wan Ordered, that the said Petitioner give notice to all persona interested, by causing notice to bo
three weeks successively in the Maine Stgto
'rose, printed at Portland, tliat thev mav appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
first Tuesday of October next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be granted.
WILLIAM G. BARROW’S, Judge.
A true copy. Attest,
w3wl2
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.

fnblished

At a Coubt or Probatk held at Portlaud. within
and for the County of Cumberland, on the first
Tuesday of September, in the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and sixty-two,
MERRILL, administrator of the estate
of Rufus A. Merrill, late of Cumberland, in said
county, decca«od, having presented his second and
final account of administration of said estate for probate
ft wan Ordered, That the said Administrator give
notice to all persons interested, bv causing notice to
be published three weeks
in the Maine
State Press, printed at Portland, that they may apat
a
Probate
Court
to
be
held
at
pear
said’Portland,
on the first Tuesday of October next, at ten of the
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause if any tbey
have, why the same should not be allowed.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy, Attest
w3wl2
EUGENE HUMrnREY, Register.

DAVIS

ua K. Hawkes, of Windham, in the County of
( umber!and and State of Maine, claims by mortgage,
two certain tracts of land and the buildings thereon,
situate in said Wiudham, being the same conveyed in
mortgage to Frank D. Hanson bv Samuel R. Romp,
by his tfeed of May 5th. A. D. 1967. recorded in the
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, book 21*2, page 365,
which mortgage was duly assigned to me by the said
Frank D. Ilanson, the l4th day of June. A. D. 1W,
as will
appear bv assignment thereof recorded in said
Registry-, book 294. page 247. to which records I hereby refer, for a more particular description of said
condition of said mortgage has been
property. The
broken, by reason whereof I hereby claim a foreclosure of the same.
Dated at W'indham, August 37th, 1963.
wtwll
JOSHUA K. HAWKES.

FKANKEIN

'it' The U. S. steamer Tuscarora, now benoted in British waters, is a
•crew steamer, 1300 tons burthen, carries eight
guns, six of them 32 pounders and two 11 inch
calibre 100 pounders, the latter being swivel
pivot guns. The men an- supplied with Sharp's

breech-loading rifles. The Tuscarora has immense propelling
(siwer, and is capable of
steaming at an average speed of thirteen knots.
Ratheb Had.—Mr. C. II. Davis, of West
Waterville, was driving Mr. Temple Storey's
cattle to pound a few days since, when Shorcy

Than they have ever been wild in this place.
call at
No. Ill FEDERAL STREET,
A few doors cast of U.

having families, 81 per

One hundred and

sooner

to

sixty

Pntnm$,

for each child.

and rations from date of enlistment.

Pay from $13

TACTICS,

"War

Telegram
Best map

NEap,

published for 25 cents.

HALL, L. DAVIS,
53
Aug. 29.1882.

Hon. W’. W. Thomas, Mayor, Portland.
A Spring. Esq.,
S. C. Blanchard. Esq., Yarmouth.
Hon. J. W. Bradbury, Augusta.
Jones P. Vearie. Esq’., llangor.
(’apt. O. II. Soule, Freeport.
Levi Young, Esq., Ottawa, C. W.
Wm. Jarvis. Esq., Castine.
Prof. C. E. Stowe, Andover, Mass.

Term ot

discharged.

Medi-

$22 per Month.
of Laud at

acres

the close

fiif Perminnum,
Pres't Woods, and Faculty of Bowd. Coll.
J. W. ( bickering. D. D
Portland.
**
Charles A. Lord, Esq.,
Rev. Wooster Parker. Belfast.
Hon. J. L. Cutler. Augusta.
Jull9MWfeS6w

of the War.

Exchange

Adjutant

A

Street

over

Duran’s

Clothing

GROCERIES,

PR0V/S10.XS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES,
AND

COUNTRY

394 4'onftre<is Street,
K|l6—3 m

TrunksI

augltfcltf

You

vSn

cau

have made

PRODUCE,
Portland, Me.

to vour

order

Carpet-Bags,

sJA Coats,

Jl

BY,

Riding Habits,

Portland, Aujiud 6,18d2.
and Fashionable Stock of the above article* mav be found at this establishment, comprising everv description for a traveling onttit.
dfim
J. R. DURAN.
July 30, 1*2.

ALARtiK

PExASIOMS, BOUNTY MOSEY,
Biu-k Pay, ftr,

BRADFORD Ac
No. 88

TURKMAN BRADFORD,
K.

Portland, June 2»th.

HARMON.
dfcwtf.

WaiiKnl.

A

name

WANTED—$1000 TO $10,000
On

Mortgage

on

Ural Estate,

City of Portland, for which from 7 to 8 per
cent in interest will be paid.
Address l'oot Office, Box 313.
auglGUA» 1 w

In the

i
JANES P. SLEEPER,

UNDERTAKER,
Exchange Street, Portlund,
rear of 411 I 'nagrcaa Street. keepa eonvariuua kiuda of

FURNISHING
Reaidenee

etautly

ou

hand all the

COFFINS

PORTLAND.

LOVELL

A

SOM,

B.

GO W E Id

Id,

And takeu the store recently occupied by him, would
invite the attention of Mr. uowelrs former customer*, as well as their own frieuds and the public, to the

NEW AND SEASONABLE GOODS,
Which tliev have jus! added, to their former well selected stock.
tff^No trouble to show goods: call and sec before
purchasing elsewhere.
dtf
Aug 29th, 1842.

Portland mutual

MAN of ten years’ experience desires a place as
salesman in a store, or as partner. The best of

references ran be given.
Address S. 1>. L., Portland P. O., with real
and business.
sept4dtf

ST.,

Store,

Having purchased the stock of
S.

Having devoted our attention exclusively to the Pension busbies* for the last twenty years, and having a
reliable Agency in Washington, we are enabled to
prosecute all claims against the (iovernmeut with
promptness and despatch, and on rery reasonable
terms, making no charge until the claim is obtaiued.
Z.

C.

or

Mains.

sepo—3m

AND

CASKETS.

Now in Use,
of this kind that
And will make to order
may be ordered, at short notice, from the cheapest to
strict
and undivided
best.
the very
By giving my
attention to the manufacturing, lining aud trimming
1
can
famish
them
the
of
above,
cheaper than any
one else.
1862.
JAMF-S
P. SLEEPER.
6.
Aug

anything

II.

HARMON,

ExciamiSt., Portland,

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

No. Ill

<3-ood.s

162 MIDDLE

service in the present war. obtaiued for Soldiers
YjM)R
m and Sailors, their Widows and Heirs, from the Uni-

dlv

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

JDry

IMPORTERS,
AND

Ac.,

STREET,

part
city, free
*ep6—3m

Widgery'H Wharf, Hortland, Me.,

Tailor,

EXCHANGE

PORTER.

of the

CHASE BROTHERS A CO-

by

A. D. REEVES,
98

in persou

fy*
charge.

Pants, Vests, Jackets,

Ladies'

A. W

KENNEY,

Goods delivered in any

ot

dlv

Cut. made and trimmed

application

W. H.

suit,

of

Portland, August 6, 1842.

MIDDLE STREET.

on

dress

a

by hand, at the Tailoring Establishment
A. D. REEVES,

——A

ted States (iovernmeut,
to

Nos. 2, 4 A 6 Warren Market, Portland.

No. OS Exchange Street,

-AND-

by letter

a

KINDS,

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, Ac.,

-JA»DRESS COAT, PANTS AND VEST.

Trunks!

W A MU FAC TO

MEATS OF ALL

m

consisting of
All made

DKALKK* IN

HOURS!

TWELVE

,

SJiST) VALISES, POBTMANTEAUS,

dtesggg

W. II. KENNEY A CO,

en,
At the short notice of

DKA I.KIlf* IN-

CHOICE FAMILY

Store.

Cr entle

llli.lLKl,

I

WILLIAM II. LAKRAREE,
Recruiting Officer.

Xnr Recruiting Office, foot of Exchange Street,

dtf

JUII1W.1

No. 185

1 it The Poughkeepsie Press says—and we
wish we could see it:—"Rebellion has come to
its linal throes. The w rithing monster, in its
expiring agonies, has flung itself at the feet of
its master, and we now hear its death-rattle.
Unable to wrest Southern strongholds from
our grasp, unable to live in the
regions devastated by its own crimes, it is about to expiate
them at tltu base of the Uniou altar it has des-

cents

Adopted by the War Department; also,

Dl’ BAN'S

—[Bangor Whig.

Pay

wife, and GO

service three years unless
cal attendance free.

New Works !

by bleeding, and he is now out of danger.
Shorey fled, and, says the Mail, lias not yet

A vessel sailed from Bangor a day or
two since, lumbei loaded, direct for Liverpool.
Portland Press.
ot a very remarkable occurrence.
A dozen or so of ships and barks, lumber ladcu.have
sailed from Bangor this season, "direct” lor
English and* itlier foreign |M>rts. More than
8,000,000 feet of lumlier was thus exported
from here during the past three months of this
season—and we don't know lutw much since.

r x f ere n cmb:

To residents of Portland
week for

dHw

CASEY'S U. S.

please

JOHNSON. M. A., Principal.

Tlease

DANIEL CLARKE.

him

Regiment, Appointments.—
Our ever attentive correspondent, “Skirmisher,” informed us by telegraph last evening,
that Lieut. Col. Isaac Dyer was yesterday appointed Colonel of tlie 15th regiment, vice Col.
MeClusky resigned. Capt. Franklin M. Drew
is appointed Miyor of the same
regiment, vice
Hawes promoted.

at the Close of the War.

WARREN

S. Hotel, and examine.

Portland, Aug. 1.

stone which hit him in the neck close
at the base of the skull. Dr. Noyes relieved

Fifteenth

Bounty

•75

•fllHE FALL TERM of this
successful school
X will begin Sept. 10th, 1963, and continue twentyone week*.
address the Principal.
For “Circulars.” fee.,
Parents are cordially invited to visit the school.

highly

Lao,

From 15 to 20 Per Cent. Leu

a

been arrested.

A

FAMILY SCHOOL

For Boys,
TOPSHAM, MAINE.

TOTAL ADVANCE OF

IX A SUPERIOR STYLE.
As he does not intend to vary from hi« former
prices before he eame to this city, he will sell them

44th

Regiment, 4th company, and
September w-as api>ointcd 4th
is now going forth to defend his

opened a Warehouse for COFCASKETS. A large assortment conbaud and manufactured at short notice

dated tho

mortgage to tlie nmleralgnod, C.ro-n Walden, the
following described real estate, to wit. a certain
of land on Peak’s Island, in said Portland
bepiece
ing all of lot No. 3 on a plan recorded in said ilffk.
try, book®, pages 3*3, 3*4. 3*6, or so much of the
said lot as was conveyed to the said Trot's
by deed
dated August 81, 184?, and recorded in said
Registry
book 304, page 531; also that the said Thomas
Trott,

subscriber has

THE
FINS and
stantly

their deed

NOTICE

REGIMENT,

Young Ladies and Misses will be
Mouday. Sept. 16th, at

Instruction given in the Common and Higher English branches, Latin. Trench and Music.

Mi.,

twenty-eighth day of Augu.t, bym the year eighteen
hu, dred tf"! forty-nine, reeord d in tlie
C umberland
Kegl.try ol Bi-eda, book 229, pagoda',, conveyed ia

Notice of Foreclosure.
is hereby given that the subscriber, Josh-

Recruits wanted to dll up the

SELECT SCHOOL.
A Select School for

Iu«u"

i.,*12.1

Wholesale, at Boston Trices, by

AA. D. ROBINSON,
30 Exchange Street,

?

successively,

j
at Wholesale and Retail. His old friends and customers are invited to give him a call.
[augaO-Sm

FOR

eighty ,"!ffmoco^

WortojLoXu SL"

petition

FF:ET frana-mred,
Hemlock Hoards.

aiVAJj"

Cr.ct), tlw i.cc northerly by-aid (u.,,
^
hot to. .take; thouco emrtVrlv
,,,ld b> w'nli*">
*
IT nla,,d
Ini.
tlionco by .aid land iwiuilicrlv
forty foot thcnc.
mon' ,,r **■*•. *° the Not
men"*•
wa*
?ald
Wi i'. n’li"';'
convoyed by
» “not.... to John B. C
arroll, by deed if
d»,ld the third
day of October, A. D
***'','
and recorded ia Cumniv it"'-,}ft5,-*'ro,

JANE

LYNCH k CO.

Lumber.

septlo—3m

a!‘d R-iUnacy Legatee? in the

!

HENRY

SALT,

BAKER,

And Country

the 4th

coming somewhat

ecrated.

FOR SALE, at bargains suited to war
times, Houses, House Lots, and Wharf Propertr.
2 two story Houses, 91400each ; 1 flnef.’otjtage, 91200; 60 House Lots, from S9ni to
10; Houses from 91000 to 96000 ; 2 House Lots,
within 6 minute’s walk of the Post < iffice, 9360.
MOSES GOULD.
3w
74 Middle St. (up stairs.)
Aug. 15

and in

Family Groceries,

PROVISIONS,

country.

threw

GOULD,

Store.
ltiOO hhds. Turk’s Island,
AFLOAT

EXCHAXOE f FEDERAL STS.,

Choice

has been

Zft~ The Boston Post says there is

corporal, and

MOSES

DEALER 1W-

man

the 4th of

n.

fif^n

day;

Has removed his Office from 29 Exchange Street, to
74 MIDDLE STREET, (up stairs.)

English

J.

done.

on

SB Free

Real Estate Office Removed.

—

No, 151 Middle Street,

sop 10—4w

States.

hattalllon,

No

8treet, is to be let, and possession given
immediately. The premises may be examined at any time. For further panicfLulars
apply to
JAMES FURBISH.
tf
August 9th, 1862.

business,

PE BBT’S,

NOTICES.

Notice of foreclosure.
N°T?iU, **1,,,rioby "r I’ortlnnd.>'»•in "'ilwrriher,
1 tic county
of Cl,! 1.1/ ikc,mkI<•* Maim-, claim,
by niorf.
« VrJ""V
of

HAKIM* A

secession-sympathizing cockneys, is
to enter the lecture room,
during the coming
lecture season, in tho free cities of the loyal

low

llonst1 to Let.
DWELLING-HOUSE,

WOW OPEW

tled the

on

A BRICK HOUSE on Garden st, eleven
rooms and all other couvcuieucc», all in
good repair.
»
Also HOUSE No. 11 Brackett Street,
l containing seven or eight rooms all in
good rejmir.
Inquire at 21 Exchange St., or 31 Winter St.,
dtf
Portland, July 19, 18H2.
J. F. DAY.

PATENT ELASTIC CUSHION,

Journal.

Syit is said that Mr. George Francis
Train, whose speeches in London have so net-

er

por

—

LEGAL

To Let.

WITH THE-

residing

ton

means

No* 183 Fore 8ireet. Portland,

fact communicated iu
the letter of"C. C. II.” from
Washington, has
been anticipated by telegraph or by other corand has

uni*** he

OEATLEHEVS DRESS HATS,

be

accepted.
D?" Nearly every

apply

l

;

their country’s call, whenever their services

can

need

I

’4?
pairs a

Ey The County of Waldo elect* the whole
republican ticket by from <100 to 800 majority,
and sends a united delegation of republicans
to the House. Not a solitary democrat was
elected.

with #50 cash

man

rilHE
the Dwell.
I nip Home. he now occupies, on the corner of
Luinberlaml and Parris Streets.
1'iease call and examine for yourselves
dHw
( P. KIMBALL.
Aug. 3d.

Styles

ment. on Gen. Howard’s staff which was tendered to him.

ing

smart

a

iiiRn

sept 10—3t#

lft~ The Brunswick Telegraph says that
Professor Whittlesey has accepted the appoint-

to

week,

Any

chance

r

fob sale.
undersigned uBi rs for calc, ihkap.

Apples

having the Rbove amount,
where he crii turn it into #500,
*inter’ bv •Pplyi,|g to C. F. MAKT1NE, No.
2331 ( ongre#* Street, up at airs. The business is new
and pleasant with no opposition.
h**Rr of

Gazette.

The Late Gen. Stevens.—The body of
Gen. Stevens is to lie buried at Newport, it. 1.
where his family have resided since the break-

thin

WANTED
capita).

crii

! S———————

FOR SALE & TO LET.

an,4d4w_1#

A Good Chance to Make
money.

effect in one arm and both

legs.
^3T“‘Zephyr” is very beautiful, but altogether too etherial for our material columns.
Better send your offspring to the Shooting Star

recent

message referred to
Gen. limiter, “recently in command” in South
Carolina. It was a fortnight after the date and

Bakiiakixm.—A private in Col. Webster's

regiment

body

Her recovery is very doubtful.

Jeff Davis’

cel broth.”

war.

Advance of General McClellan.

Loss

_

Company

Cincinnati, Sept 12.

He is to address the citizens bf Boston this

evening.

Cincinnati

Skirmishes yesterday afternoon resulted In
the capture of twenty relads. The prisoners
report the rebel army in good spirits and
anxious for an advance on Cineinnati. It was
understood by them that they were to fall back
in the direction of Florence to draw our forces
out of the entrenchments.
Kirby Smith made a speech to his army on
Wednesday, assuring them that in a lew "days
they would quarter in Cineinnati.
It is also reported that Bragg lias reinforced
Smith with twelve regiments.
At 10 o'clock this morning the entire rebel
army fell back. Their pickets are now live
miles from our lines.
Our troops are in good spirits, and anxious
to lie led forward.

khown that he was here some 300 or 400 |>ersons collected in front of the hotel, and, in answer to their calls, Mr. Train
appeared ii|>on
the

a

New Took, September 12.
A Cincinnati dhyiatcli states that the seeesli
in Marysville have been looking for the rebels
in anticipation of their arrival. It is
reported
that a Cincinnati company lias been
bodily
captured by the rebels.
A special Cincinnati dispatch of
Thursday
night, to the Philadelphia Inquirer, states that
John A. Coleman, a wealthy citizen, has been
captured by the rebels. Heavy rains have
stopped skirmishing. Gen. Bragg is coming
up from Spark. Teun., by Lexington, K.v.,witli
40,000 men. Gen. Buell is coming from Nashvile by Louisville, with 45,000 men. There
seems to he a race between
them, Cincinnati
being the prize. If Bragg gets here tirst, we
will have hot work. A division of the
enemy
is reported moving towards the
river, below
here. We are momentarily
a
expecting battle.
Louisville is reports'll sale by persons from
then*. 10,000 volunteers, with squirrel
guns,
eaine in from the country
to-day.

The

Hospital Supplies.—The

of

Race between Generals Bragg and Buell
towards Cincinnati.

street Church.

As the present pastor is to be
absent next Sabbath, Mr. Cox will occupy the
pulpit, and in the course of the day will give
a detailed account of the trials and
triumphs

St. Johns, N. F., Sept. 12.
The steamship Edinburg, from Liverpool :id
and Queenstown 4th, for New York, arrived
oil' Cape Uaee at H o’clock this evening.
The Edinburg has 2<S0 steerage and 100
cabin passengers.
She passeii steamship
Scotia la miles east Fastnet on the evening of
the 4th.
The steamship Jura, from Quebec, at rived
at Liverpool on the 1st inst. The steamship
City of Baltimore, from New Y ork, arrived
at Liverpool on the 2d inst.
The Confederate steamer 200 is reported to
have received from the steamer Bahama, off
the Western Isles, iron plates, munitions ol
war, ifcc., to enable her to intercept Northern
vessels as they approach the coast, and in the
absence of any ports, to take and destroy
ships and cargoes. She is commanded by (’apt.
Semitics, late of the Sumter. She is now called the Alabama.
The Liverpool Telegraph, on the authority
of a pilot, gives a circumstantial account of a
desperate naval engagement on the night of
tl»e 20th ult., lift ween two vessels, supposed to
be Federal and Confederate, 2.70 miles South of

Portland Daily Press.
Captnre

Stock Market.

Arrival of the Steamer Edinburg off t'npe
Race.

TO TI1E

Attention !—A meeting of the ununiform e<1
militia of Ward 3 will lie held at the Ward
Room in the new City Building, at 7 1-2 o'clock

DAYS

LATER FROM EUROPE.

TELEGRAPH,

enlisted.

this

POUR

LATEST

Eire Insumnic

Annual Mectiug of the above-uained Company, for tin* choice of officers and such other business as mav come before them, w ill be held at their
office, on Monday, October 6th, at 7J o'clock, P. M.
Per order.

THE

EDWARD SHAW. Secretary.

Cailt Frame*.
TOOK PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
M si/e or style desired—latest patterns and best

workmanship

Jnat publiahed, in

n

waled

Envelope,

mien aix exm.

LECTURE ON TIIE NATURE, TREATMENT
AND RADICAL CUKE ol Spermatorrhoea or
Seminal Wmkniw. Involuntary Emlaeloau, Sexua|
generally.
Debility, and Impedimenta to Marriage
and Uta; MenNorvuaiaiua. Coueumptlon.
tal and Phyatcal Incapacity, malting from 8elf-

A

Epilcpay

Abwr.ftc.-BT RdBTJ. CU1.VER4VELL.1I. D„

Company.

sepeodtd

KANHOOD-How Lost! How Restored!

made to order bv

MORRISON A CO

2b, Market Square.

Author of the (iRta-x

Boon, fto.,

Tbaawada af Hatfirr.,"
rent under real, in a plain envelope, to any nddreaa,
r>UTr.,[l>, ou receipt of aix rent., or two poatage
atampa. hv Dr Dll. J. C. KLINE. 1*7 Bowanr, Kaw
Yi'HK, I*ost Orrtcx, Box, 46tk>.
ISndkw
June 23.

••ft Haaa

la

Gilt, RoM-n ood.BInrk Walnut amt
Oiik Monldincx.
l«wp«t rush prices, in quantities to snit the
trade
Ship 3loulding* nmde and tinished to
order by
MORKJSOM GO.,
Market Square.

VT

LUPLOW.

Expressly corrected

Oh! living were a bitter thing,

A riddle without reason,
If each sat lonely, gathering
Within it* own heart’* narrow ring,
The hope* and fear* encumbering
The flight of early seasons.

lor

For blessed Christian charity,
Believing good she cannot see,
Buffering her friend's infirmity,—
Enduring and forbearing!

Paint*.

17 g)

Butter, Family p lb.
Butter, Store.
Bruns.
Beaus. Marrow p bush.
Beaus, Pea.
Beau#, Blue Pod.
Candles*
Candle#, 3Iould p lb.
Candles, sperm.

11 pa)
28 ®)
8

Coal, Cumberland p ton.
Coal Whiteash.
Coal, Lehigh.
Coal, Fraukliu.
Csffre,
CoflW*. Java p lb.
Coffee, St. iiomiugo.
Coffee, Rio
Coffee, Mocha.
..

The Wife Market of China.—Not long
time a young mo reliant took Ilia youthful wife
with him to H©ng Kong, China, where the
couple were visited by a wealthy mandarin.
The latter regarded the lady very attentively,
and teemed to dwell with delight on her moveWhen at length she left the apartment,
ments.
he said to the husband in broken English,
(worse than broken China:)
“What you give for that wify wife of yours?”
“Oh,” replied the husband, laughing at the
singular error of his visitor, “two thousand
dollars.”
This the merchant thought would appear to
the Chinese, rather a high figure, but then he
was mistaken.
“Well,” said the mandarin,“ taking out his
hook with an air of business, 'spose you give
her to me, 1 give you five thousand dollars.”
It was difficult to say, whether the young
merchant was more amazed than amused; hut
the grave and solemn air of the Chinaman
convinced him that he was in solier earnest,
and he was compelled therefore, to refuse the
offer witli as much placidity as he could assume.
The mandarin, however, continued to
press his bargain.
“I give you seven thousand dollars,” said lie,

The merchant, who had no previous notion
of the value of the commodity he hail taken
out with him, was compelled to inform his visitor that Englishmen were not in the habit of
selling their wives—an assertion, which the
The
Chinaman was very slow to believe.
merchant afterward had a hearty laugh with
his wife, and told her that lie had just discovered her full value, as lie had that moment
been offered seven thousand dollars for her. a
very higli llgure, as wives were going in China
at that time.

Questions.—There are few posidelicacy than in interrogating
Sunday Schools, especially young scholars.
This is shown hy the experience of a clergyman, who was opposed to having any mirth in
Sunday Schools. He thought it injurious to
Asking

more

“Cannot any one—those large girls—toll me
who Peter was ?”
“I can,” said a little fellow over in the cor-

for more definite instructions.
the German woman confronted
the Irish woman, and said:
“You told me that you brought arms with
you from Ireland.”
“And so I did,” answered the daughter of
Erin, “I brought this arm, and this,” added she,
planting a left-hander to the right eye of the
daughter of Germany, and a right-hander in
her left eye.
The soldiers laughed at the joke and the
German woman skedaddled.—[N. (). Picayune.

Invalid* !
O U It E

—AMD—

Cough Pill*,

By the concurrent testimony of many suffcrcrii,
tact ha* been established, that for the cure of

Campheiie.
Salt|K‘tre.
Vitriol.

the

ever

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Children troubled with Canker in mouth
stomach, or mothers suffering from nursing sore
mouth, a safe and speedy cure is effected by the use of
or

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE.
That for Coughs. Hoarseness and Bronchial affections, there is no remedy extant that so universally
affords relief as

HOWES’ COUGH PILLS.
Tightness or Wheezing in the Chest,
side, or a long standing Hack, the best

HOWE’S COUGH TILLS.
That as an expectorant and ameliorating agent in
cases of Phthisic, Whooping Cough, and Confirmed
Consumption, the public have already rendered their
united verdict in favor of

HOWES’ COUGH TILLS.

their works ye shall know'

them."

G. C. Goodwin k Co.. Boston, Genera) Agents for
New England. II. If. Hav, Portland, and B. 1
R Bradbury, Bangor. General Agents for Maine.
ty Sold by Druggists and Merchants generally

HOWES fc CO., Proprietor..
iswftnmol
Belfast. Maine

ShuiilTs Male.
Cumberland,

kh.
August 18th. 18«2.
Execution, and will Ik* sold at Public
Auction on Thursday the
twenty-fifth day of
September, A. D. 1802, at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
at the Sheriff’s office iu I’orlland, in said county,—
all the right in equity which Mosoa Morrill, of linxtoii, in the county of York, lias to redeem the following described real estate, viz: A certain piece or parcel of land,with the buildiugsthereon.as it now stands,
situated in said Portland, and l*ouiMhd as follows:
commencing on the easterly sideline of State street]
at the westerly corner of land of Margaret Reeves]
thence easterly by said Reeves’ laud sixty-eight feet]
more* or less, to land of 11. W. k A. Deering, thence
nothcrly ami easterly by said Deering*’ line nineteen
aud one lialf feet, more or !<•**, to a
point that will
strike the centre wall through the bloclk of buildings
thereon, thence through the centre of said wall to
Slate street, thence ou State street to the bounds bcnt.
The same l»eiug subject to a mortgage de<*d
atod Oct. Iffth, 1HT>8. and recorded in the ('umber
land Registry of Deeds, vol.288,
page <kif», given by
the said Morrill to David Hall of Portlaud, to* secure
payment of twenty-one hundred dollars, as follows,

TAKEN

on

5un

hundred dollars in one
year, seven hundred dollars in two years, and seven hundred dollars
in three years, with interest
semi-annually.
.Subject
also to another mortgage deed, dated Nov’. 24th. 1868
and recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deed* book
288. png'’4«1, given by the said Morrill to Emily
Boot hby of said Portland, to secure pa\ ment of fourteen hundred and fifty dollars, iu three years, w ith
interest, reference to said deeds being hereby Imd
Further
made known at the time aud
place of sale.
viz: seven

particular*

aug21w-3wlO
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3?g

Hske, m

"

Herring, Pickled, p bbl.
Shore.
Labrador.
Scaled p box.
No. 1.
Mackerel p bid.
Ba\ No. 1
Ba> No. 2
Bay No. 3
Shore No. 1.
2
44

*t

..

(medium).

Almonds—Jordan p lb
Soft Shell.
Shelled.
Currant*.
f it roll.
Wil. Pea Nuts.

Figs,
41

03

OREN RING, Deputy Sheriff.

Seed*.
Herds Grass.
Western Clover.
Ked Top.

Linseed.

Canary.
Sugar.
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,
Sugar,

06

2}

36 ®
68 <g
47 ig

00
00
00

none

67

3
2
2
1
1

55
45

@
(g

60 g 4 00
37 '• 2 75
25 g 2 60
25 g 1 5n
12 n l 371

2 5n

3 00

a

8
6
4
8
6
3

25
18

26 @ 8 50
37 g 6 75
60 n 5 00
25 a 8 60
87 g 6 76
75 g 4 <10
2 60

13
25

@

7

44

superior.

Ohio extra.
44

family.
Canada super No. 1.
fancy.
44
44

extra.

44

superior extra.
Rye Flour.
Buckwheat Flour p lb.
Corn JI**al.
Gruin.

Barley

Shorts p ton.
Fine F**ed.

Cxehnniie.
On

12 a 6 63
12 g 6 37
62 « 5 87
12 <g 6 37
50 g 7 25
87 « 7 37
25 a 4 60
02 <ao
2
3 50 <g 3 75$

17

00

a

10

«

24

00?

Londou—00 days.

Paris./

6
6
6
6
6
6
4

22 00

8jS)

8)

b|@

6J

7

r»j

6|

@
@

16

8}
42

24)

26
25
90
80
20
16

@ 2 25
8
7) n,
3 00 «. 3 25

2 fift
3 00

a

(®

0 00
3 26

8
none
none
9 a)

9)

01

101

9f®

11 ®
9\ a>

12

12) m
12]
12]®
<u

13
13
13

8J®
6]®

9
0

11)

75 « 1 no
75 a 1 00
tin -®
75
46® 60

55 @

00
50
45
7ft

48 aj
42 <•:
60 a
62 n
65
46 ®
60
75 a 1 00
0 00 ® 1 50
88

00

®
84) ®

35)

11 00 311 60
12 76 (it 13 25
9 25
9 50

&

55

5ft (3)
40 <®
45,«)
26 (®
14 ®

00
6ft
(>0

14)

2 25 9s 2 75
3 Art
4 00
2 50 ® 3 00
6 00 (a) 6 25
4 00 i® 6 00
42

O F FI C IA L.

60
00

^

47)®

61

5J®

9 ;®
90 ®

9)

00

1 27J'3> 1 28
4 40 (® 4 45

KENNEBEC AND PORTLAND It. K.

la borebv given tliat I have been appolnt>fOTIC’E
I ed Assessor of Taxes for the First Congressional

summer arrangement.

District of the State of Maine, under the Act of Congress,
July 1. A. I). 1SG2, entitled "An Act
to provide internal revenue to
support the Government and to pay interest on the
public debt."
In compliance with the provisions ol said Act and
instructions of the Commissioner of Internal
Reveni'k, 1 hare divided said District into eleven
divisions, and appoint an Assistant Assessor in each,
as follows:
The 1st division comprises the towns of York,
Wells, Kennehunk. Kennebiinkport, and the city of
ltiddeford; Joseph Bkaodon, Jr., of York, Assistant.
2d division, the tov^is of Kitterv, Eliot, South
Berwick, Berwick nnd North Berwick; Theodore
A. Rollins, of South Berwick, Assistant.
8d division, the towns of Lebanon, Sanford, Alfred, Acton. Shapleigh and Newfield; John 8. Parker, of Lebanon, Assistant.
4th division, the towns of 8aco. Dayton, Lyman
and Waterborough; John Gains, of Saco, Assistant.
6tli division, the towns of Buxton, Hollis, Limington, Limerick, Cornish and Parsonsfield; ('hauler
E. Weld, of Buxton, Assistant.
6th division. Wards 1, 2, 3 and 4 of the city of
Portland; Samuel Small, of Ward 4 iu said city,
Assistant.
7th division. Wards 6. 6 and 7 of said city of Portland, Augustus F. Gerkish, of Waid6, in' said city,
Assistant.
8th division, the towns of Westbrook, Falmouth,
Gorham, Scarborough and Cape Elizabeth; David
Toruey, of Westbrook, Assistant.
9th division, the towns of Bridgton, Sebago, Baldwin, Standish, Naples, Harrison and Utistield; Lot
C. Nelson, of Bridgton, Assistant.
10th division, the towns of New Gloucester, Gray,
North Yarmouth, Cumberland, Windham. Casco and
Raymond; Skwall N. Gross, of New Gloucester,
Assistant.
lltli division, the towns of Freeport, Brunswick,
Ilarpswell, Pownal and Yarmouth; Hezkkiah B.
Means, of Froejsort, Assistant.
The act under which these assistants are appointed
took effect on the 1st
of September instant.
Citizens residing in the large business centres of
tliis district have doubtless read it, and can hence
form their own conclusions iu relation to its
provisions; but as there are many in the agricultural sections who may have been unable to obtain a
copy for
examination, I wish to call their attention to some of
its principles.
Boon alter the rebellion broke out, Congress found
it necessary to assess a small direct tax on the several .States, to maintain the credit of the
country. The
Btates being authorized to assume the payment of the
sum demanded of tItem, had the
to assess it
power
upon all the property within their limits.
Farms and other real estate being, from their nature, more exposed than other objects of taxation,
would suffer severely from the constant draft lor
money, created in sustaining tlie government during
this war, and they could not long endure the burden
a direct tax would impose upon them.
Maine’s pro|>ortion «<f that tax has been liquidated
and paid. In order to provide in part for the future
expenses of the war, Congress wisely determined to
raise money from the people without State intervention ami without taxing the producing c asses. To
effect this object, and to make the tax equal iu
every
State, they have passwl what has been termed an Excise Act. Parsing by the fanner, the mechanic, the
fisherman, the lumberman, and many other pursuits
so essential to our
prosperity as a people, this act
levies its light contributions 'upon the wedth, the
luxuries, the pleasures, ami business of the country.
It coniines its o|M*rutinns chiefly to the cities, towns

day

mis in which floats the money of the country.
It doe* not tax real estate of any description, nor
with a very few exceptions, personal property. The
excess ores 40 ounces of silver
and
spoons or
riding carriages of all descriptions, valued with the
harm*** at £75 and upwards, must Ik; assessed. With
the exception of these two items, then* is not
probabh a farmer nor a mechanic in this district, within
the act. These are taxed at a sum so inconsiderable
that it is to be ho|x>d every citizen who desires tlie
perpetuity of Ids government will, in this terrible crisis of its affairs, assume cheerftilly his proportion of
its necessary burdens, and if he is fortunately the
owner of an article liable to be assessi-d.
put a value
upon it which shall bring it within tin- act. It inav
be the
to contrihe
will
ever
have
opportunity
bute a dollar tor the preservation of bis government.
The professional man
the retail trailer whose
sales exceed one thousand dollars per year—the manufacturer of
any article tlie sale# of'which exceed
six hundred dollars per year—the hotel k«*cper—the
man whow yearly income exceed* six bundled dollars. and several other employments are to be asseswd.
It is presumed all such are conversant with the provisions ol' this act.
1 would call their attention to section* from six to
eleven, inclusive, and section fifty-eight.
These sections impose tlie duty upon every person
liable to be assessed lor a tax or license, to call immediate! v upon the assistant assessor and make up and
sign their several assessments. If they neglect so to
do. he is required to increase their tax
per cent.,
and no discretionary authority invested in the assistant or the assi-ssor to make any abatement of this
amount. See section 11.
It will lie perceived by a careful examination of
thosesections, that < ongntss, relying npon the patriotism of tlie business men of the country, proceeded
upon (he hypothesis tliat every one liable to In* taxed
would substantially assess himself, and sign the bills
the amount lie was to pnv. If the act, tlierefore is complied with, the assistant ass«*ssor is but a
recording officer, who receives and properly enters
the lists delivered him by the citizen, aud his duly in
relation to fixing a valuation upon objects liable to
taxation, is rather advim>rv than absolute. In order
however to
the selfish, the indifferent, or the
traitorous, from escaping their proper proportions of
the public burden, t ongress lias fixed the penalties
for their neglect, prescrib'd in section 11.
Having been Intrusted by the President with tlie
duty of seeing that these tax liats are properly prepared. and seasonably delivered to tlie collector of
this district, 1
request all good citizens
within it to call immrdifuely npon the assistant n***sor of the assessment district where they reside, and
deliver him lists as required ill the sixth section of
the act. He will give all persons the necessary information to enable them to comply with its provisions, aud furnish blanks tln-refor.
NATH’L G
MARSHALL.
Assessor’s office. City Buildings, I
l'ortlaud, .Sept. 1, 1H»H.
J

only

Gunpowder.
Blasting. 4 10 a 4
Rifle and Sporting.
6 60 (g 7
liny.
Hay p net ton. Screwed. 12 80 a 14
Hav. Loose.
do.
Hide* mid Skins.
Slaughter Hid**.
Calf Skins.
f alcutta f ’ow—Slaughtered.
<*r«*en Salt.
wry.

Sheep Pelts, (ireen.
Sheep Pelts, Dry.
Hup*.

5
09

I

15 (g

18

AT

Sheet
Sheet
l<a rd.

163 Middle Street.

Knglish.

scptlOeodfiw

nid.

Pipe.
I, uni be r—From the yard.
Clear

Shipping Lumber.

Spruce
Hemlock.
Box Shooks, (cash)..

Iapboards,

Shingles,

S extra.
P
Cedar, extra.
No. 1
extra pine.

Latlm, Spruce.
Pine.
Red <>ak Staves
Mol. 11 lid Shook* &

bug.

..

Heads, city...

**
do
country
Country Riff Mol. 11 hd. Shooks_
Dry Riff..
Hooits
I lack met ark Timber, V tun.

21

22$**}

24
26
75
17

7 76
7 75
9 00

AT

Olotliing-

selling, regardless of Tost,

BURLEIGH'S.

24}

25*o>

34 on
24 00
14 00
12 00
In no
8(H)
45
13 00
30 on
2 &11
2 On
2 An
1 15
1 37
2n no
2 40
2 35
1 60
1 25
1 15
21 (M»
8 00

Lime.
Lime, Rockland, cask.

a1

(a}

MILITARY

@ 8 00
d 8 00

For

9 25

with

UNIFORMS,

officers, made to order, from the best material,
dispatch, and at low prices.

Kosin.
TurjH-ntinc 41 gal.

*iO0 00
dm 00
a 14 00

dVJ

custom

Of every description, made to order and warranted

70

38
30 ,«>
28 eg
33 ^

00
31

to tit.

The largest and best selected stock of

READY-MADE

CLOTHING,

AND-

-Ever offered in

Maine,

cau

be obtained at-

BURLEIGH’S,
so as

to warrant entire sat-

isfaction to the purchaser.

60

00 <ffi
0 on d 3
15 00 « 20
2 45 (g 2

80
25
00
60

Oil.
Portland Kerosene

Illuuiinat'g

8}8)

Oil

40

Machine.
Clarine.
Sperm Winter.
Whale, ref. Winter.

75

Summer.
Grand Bank and Bay Chalcur_

Shore.
Linse ed.

@

1 60 @ 1
68 ,t
03 d
19 50 «21
18 00 al9
86 (©

BY THE

RAILWAY.

ERIE
Via

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

and

Niagara

This road is broad ouaok and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

Falls.

provided with

tF*T'ickets sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

by
*

You

can

office.
June

W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.
save money by securing tickets at this

23.

OCR STOCK OF CLOTHS

Ace unlimited in quantity, quality or price, and
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

Aroostook, Piscataquis,
nobscot, Hancock, Washington, Waldo, and
towns of Camden, llone and Appleton in the county
of Knox, at < utnp John Pope, Bangor, Co). Gideon

Mayo,

Pethe

ANDROSCOGGIN
SUMMER

RAILROAD.

arrangement.

after Monday, May 5, 1862,
LUMKljHBJ On and
will leave Portland for Lewiston
and 1 ariiiiugton ia Brunswick, at 1 P. M.
Leave Farmington for I,ewi«ton, Bath and Portland. via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. M.
Leave Lewiston for Bath ami Portlaud via Brunswick at 11.45 A. M.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewis-

S^BSfra«ns

STAGE rOSKECTION*.

Stage leave* Strickland'* Ferry Tuesdays, Thursday* and Saturdays, for Livermore* Canton, Peru
aud Dixfield; returning opposite dav s.
Stage leaves North Jay for East Dixfield. Dixfield,
and Weld, on Tuesdays* Thursdays and Saturdays;
returning opposite days.
Stage leave* Fariniligton .or New Vineyard, New
Portland aud Kingfiela, on Wednesdays and Satur-

day*, returning
Stages leave

and

Phillips.

Monday* and Friday*.
Farmington daily, for Strong,
on

Avon

Passengers for this route will take the car* at the
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth, or Kenneliec ft Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. W. EATON, Sup't.
Farmington May 6, 18*12.
jum*23dtf

ill

Buyers will do well
chasing elsewhere, as

9}
45

rise

on

to look at
it

was

stock before purbought before the great
our

goods.

ommandant.
II. —Officers in command of companies of rohinfor
this service, and Orderly Sergeant* or Mutimers
of volunt4aers or drafted
nicipalOfficer* in
men will seasonably notify the ( oinmaudauts, at the
nwpective rendezvous to which they are assigned, of
the time at w hich such volunteers or dratted meu
will be reedy to move for the rendezvous.
III. —In view* of the brief f»cri*Kl of service required of the troops under the present call, and the uecessity for their speedy initiation iuto the school of
the soldier, company and battalion, it is earnestly
recommended that one officer lor each company at
least be selected from the uon-commi*sion«‘d officers
or privates ol Mama Volunteers now in the service
of the United States.
IV. United States advance pay, bounty and premium, and .State bounty, amounting in the aggregate to ?97, will, until further orders, be paid to all
volunteers forth** old regimeuta, and the nu n will be
credited to the place* of their residence upon tin*
quota for «irafted men. Enlisted men tor this service
will report to this office, or to Major J. W. T. Gardiner, U. S. A., ut the State House. The duplicate enlistment paper* of such recruit* must accompany
them i*> Augusta, or be previously sent to Major Gaidiner with proper explanation. The former course
will he udopted wherever practicable.
V. —Cities, towns and plantations, furnishing volunteer* in lieu of drafted men to till their respective
quotas, will find it necessary to enlist more than the
specified number of men apportioned to them, in order to avoid a draft t** supply tin* places of those who
mav be rejected tor (liability or other cause*.
VI. —The draft. a*» provided for in previous orders
ami instructions, will lx* commenced in the manner
therein s|x*cilie*l, on Wednesday, September 10th. at
9 o’clock A. M., in all companies within w hose limits a sufficient number of \ oliintoers are not previousenlisted, in lieu of the quota of drafted men, ami
tin* aldermen of cities, selectmen of town* ami assessors of plantation*, are requested to give such immediate
attention to the details of enlistments
in their respective places, as will enable them to know
with perfect certainty, whether a draft is necessary,
and give due notice thereof to this office, and to the
Orderly Sergeants or commanding officers of companies.
JBv order of the Commamicr-in-Uhief,
JOHN L. HODS DON,
3t
Adjutaut General.

persoual

A. W. BANFIELD,

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.
i

Portland, July 22,

1SD2.

d6in

boy who

was

cured

REMOVAL!

by

ltOY\TO>,

Of Scrofulous ophthalmia, as the following facts will
show:
“FOR a long time the boy's eye-lids had
^Iwon entirely closed, liiscase was consid» red almost
was put uuhopeless. The
der the care of Dr. B„ and after great patience and perseverance, with his electrical tr<*atnient
and with other curatives, he was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false mernbraue
bail formed and covered the entire eyes. This ws«
removed by Dr. Boynton, and the boy's eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes stronger than ever before. This should be know n to all persons who
are
afflicted. Although 1 understand that
the Doctor lias lor many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he ha* not deemed it necessary to keep
blazing before the public hi* surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable
character,”
£iT“ Certificate* from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of which
may be seen at his office.

JBHjjv

boy

similarly

THE

BOOK

-AJ.D-

9

*OB PRINTING
Esta.'blish.xnent

No. 3fl9 Congrcft* Street, Portland.
d&w^tnT

FOSTER

DK. IILUHEV

Eclectic Medical
delicacy.

consultations.—Dr.
for
number of years couliucd his
Private
diseases of
certain class.
a

Hm been removed

from the office

over

to the office of the

Cisco Bank,

Hughes has
attention to

During his practice he

has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies an- mild,
and there is no interruption of business or change of
diet. Dr. Hughe* is in constant attendance from 8
iu the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temple street. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
in all cases.
.Separate rooms, so that no oue w ill be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without dieting,
or restriction in the habits of the patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cures new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercury, but
is sure to annihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, uuless the proper
remedy is used. The ingredient* are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locallv, can Is* caused by using them.
YOUNli MEN. who’ are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused by bail habits in youth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a ringing iu the ears,
weak eyes, etc., terminating iu consumption or inif neglected, are speedily and permanently
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
returned If desired. Address
DK J. B. HUGHES.
No. 5 Tempi© Street, (corner of Middle),

Eclectic Medical
Trt

Tur

be

Portland.
Jiill—d&w3m3

iySend stamp for C ircular.

PRESS,

CORNER OF MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE
8TS.,
FOX BLOCK,

Directly orer the Magnetic Telegraph Oflee. Foarth
Story, where all rarietlee of

Plain and
Will be

Fancy

promptly attended te

terms.

Job
on

Work,

the meat liberal

ENTRANCE--82 j EXCHANGE

STREET,

a rtirc

invites all Ladies
particularly
medical
to call at his

who
ueetl a
rooms. No.
adviser,
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their esiieeial accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIKS will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all oilier remedies have been trUsl in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may betaken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to au v part of the country with full directions,

by addressing

Temple Street,

DAILY

Infirmary.

HUGHES

No. 5

CUSHINQ,

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

DR.

dr

corner

t)R. HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

of

Order, left at the counting-room of
and Maine State Prero. bead of drat
will be

promptly

the Daily Pram
light of Main,

attended to.

IT The oBce la (applied with

„

FAST PRESSES AND STEAM POWER
And it,

atyle

capacity and fhcilltie, for doing work in good
equal to any in the City or State.

arc

N. IV—LADIKS desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendjui l—3m

own sex.

It. A. FOSTER * CO.

mce

GOODS,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,
STATIONERY, TOYS, kc.t

ADDISON W. HANFIELD.

P. J. Forristall
June 23.

can

105 Congress Streets,

Boston.

be found at tlic above place.

wly

on

by tub

SPRING

GREAT

Dr.

AND

dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

or thb

SUMMER MEDICINE.

Langley’s

STEAM

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS.

POWER

of Sarsaparilla, Wild ( hern*. Yellow
COMPOftKI)
Dock, Prick ley Ash, Thoroughwort. Rhubarb,

Mandrake. Dandelion. Ac., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.
The effect of this medicine i« most wonderfWl—it
acts directly upon the bowels and blood, by
removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains or
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring the fhvalid to health and usefulness.
They cun* and eradicate Aron tWasyst Ml, Lh« ( <*uiplaiiit. tliat main wheel of so many disease*. Jaundance in its worst forms, all Billions Diseases and
foul stomach, D>
s|iepsia. Cost!renew, ail kinds of Hamors, Indigestion. Headache. Dizziness. Piles, Heartburn, Weakness. Pains in the side aud bowels. Flatulency. Loss of apatite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered Stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or le«* subject in
Spring and Summer
More than 29,000 iiersons bare been cun*d bv this
It is highly recommended by Physicians
Try it and yon will never regret it.
Sold bv all dealers in Medicine everywhere at only
25 and 38 cents per bottle. Orders addressed to
GEO. C. GOODWIN k CO.. Bom*.
medicine.

everywhere.

Book and Job

Printing Office,

No. MSI EXCHANGE STREET,
Fox Block,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Proprietor, of the Poutlawp Dailt Pane
reaped fully larite attention to their theUitk* for *xecating, in beaaliral atyle, army
of

demriptiou

june21d4tn

desirable mechanical arrangement has now
use a sufficient length of time to show
that it give* entire satisfaction and actually is the
more valued the more it i* used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Sprintj fu<1 department, embracing a little more
of their excelrencies. aud yet
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair,’ aud yet so recujierative as to bring ilBUtf into place with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged aud old,
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good material warranted strong and durable, aud uot liable to get out of order.

but consider the Anderson
than the best.

N. J. DAVIS, Proprietor.

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartment- We give this spring bed bottom adeemed preference over any and all othvre we have ever
iisell. Our guest*
of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guest*.
W. D. Me LA l'< ill LIN ft SON,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12,1863.

speak

I
I

[From Hon. Josiah II. Drummond ]
‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,’ and

am using the
am very much

pleas'd

Weekly

ONE of the following first-class, powerIWI Steamers: III KERMAN. NORTH
A N, N o K W E(, IA N. J l' R A,
BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON. NOVA SCOTIAN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passenger* leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday, at 1 LS P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at (Quebec every Saturday

morning.
Passage to Liverpool, Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, *35. First ('las.*. *77 to *92— according
to accommodation,—which include*, tickets ou (fraud
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and return tickets issued at reduced rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. Slfti.
Apply to Eduioustoue, Allan k Co Montreal, or to
J. L FARMER.
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 28,1802.
dtf

Portland and New York Steamers.
The

splendid

and

fast

John.

send their freight to the
steamer before 8 P. M., on the day that site leaves
Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX. Brown's Wharf. Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A CO., No. 86 West Street,
New York.
June 28,1*3.
dtf

The B« d Bottom 1 bought of you fullv merits my
expectations, and is fully up to vour high recommendations. I would cheerfully recommend it to ail who
desire to improve their sleepingapai t incuts.
AI STAPLES,
A. X. WILLIAMS.
Augusta, April 16,1802.
Having tested the "Anderson Spring Bed Bottom."

I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in tid'd
of such an article; ami I believe it to bo superior
an\thing of the kind now in use.
Kev. E. HAWES.
WatervUle, April 12, 1*!2.

Testimonials similar

to

the above have been reof tho follow ing public

proprietors

ceived from the

‘houses-

IVnobsnt Exchange. Bangor.
Franklin House, Bangor.
Skowbegan House, Nkowhegan.
Lewiston House, Lewiston.
Winthron House, Wiuthrnp.
Elmwood House, WatervUle.
Litchfield Comer House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Kevere House, Vaaealhoro.
Hallowed House, Hallow ell.
China House. China.
Franklin House, Augusta.
Cushnoc House, Angusta.
Abbott’s School. Farmington.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent's Hill.

Shippers

are

requested

Shetland Cony.
SALE, by the subscriber, a handsome bay

kind hi ail
or drive.

years old, weiglisabout 4**1 |touitds,
harness, und reliable lor children to ride
seven

K. W.

July 21th,

1802.

LOKD, Keiiiiebuuk Depot.
dim

do aay work demanded ia thi. State.

Bniineu Cards of Every Variety,
Style and Coit
PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICK

BILL-HEAD* RULED AND CUT IN
THE

NEATEST MANNER.

Billet* R Circular* in Irtrjr Variety of Typo.

IA\k-C IlCkS, MTB, AM NILS W LAMM.

TAGS MERCED WITH HOLES ft GLLTEKED
WHEN DESIRED.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
EASTPORT, CALAIS
C'hnnpe

of lh«-

A St. JOIIX.

Dny«

of

Sailing.

From and after date, until further
notice, the new steamer "AV* England,” Carr. E. Field, will leave i
Railroad Wharf, foot State Street. every Tuesday and
Friday, at 5 o'clock, P. M., for Kastport, Calais and
St. John.
Returning, will leave St. John, every Monday and
Thursday morning, at 8 o’clock.
LIP* Positively no freight received after 4 o’clock
P. M. on the day of sailing.
Through tickets are sold by this line, connecting at
Eartport w ith stage coaches* for Mnchia*. and with
steamer Queen for HobbknaUm, ('a/aia, St. Stephen*
ami St. Andrew, and at the latter place over railwav tor Canterbury ; from tbei.ee mr stagecoaches
for' H’ondatock ami Hon/ton, which is the cheapest
and most expeditious way of reaching the Aroostook
Countv.
We also ticket through per steamer* ana railways
for }Vind*or, Halifax, Ihgbg, Fredericton, Su**ex.
Moncton, >ht(l*ac. Prince Edteard* Inland, Piet oh,
Xorth Shore of A< tr Hrunstrirk, Mirimichi. and
Hag dr ( halt nr.
August 4. 1862. a 12 dtf C. C. EATON. Agent.

Polioie* Printed and Hound lbr
liiHurnnce Companies.

Deeds, Law Briefs, Equity Cases,
Ami other

Bronze, Colored, and all other kind* of

Printing,
Executed In taste to suit the most fastidious.

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS

Notice.
and after the first of July, Postage Stamps
and Stamped Euvelopes will hot be charged at
Office.
Post
the
jaflStf

Our

FROM

HOMESTEADS FOR

$20.

EDWARD SIIAW. Agent.
102 Middle Street, Portland.
dtf

June 23.

PROGRAMME I,
ano

ALL SORTS or HAND BILLS.

Bargains will be given to those who wish
X to purchase Gravestone* or Monuments of anv
description. Those who will favor me with a call
shall Ik* satisfied that they bre buyiug a good article
at the lowest price.
Shop on Forest Avenue, near EVcrgreen Cemetery,

CIOOD

__

J. H. COOK.

daw

Cortland. June 16. 1861.

COTGI11.SN STREET SEWITARY,
EOK YOUNG ladies and misses.

Miss E. L. Whittier,

U It AY BMNHV BS*

je3u—3m

Style* are unsurpassed.

SHOP BILLS,

LAND COMPANY have purJL chased from the Hannibal A St. Joseph Railroad
tract
of land in Northern Missouri,
a
Company large
adjoining the flourishing town of Hamilton. Caldwell
and
for
fanning
manufacturing purpose*,
County,
and have divided their property into lots and (arms.
each.
They are offered to subscribers in shares of
Maps, with full information, can bo had by calling on

Stevens' Plain*.

LAW DOCUMENTS executed wltft

Dispatch.

milE MISSOURI

milE Board of Aldermen have prepared Check
1 Lists of the legal voters of the seveial wards, to
the best of tlieir know ledge, as required by law, and
posted the same in Citv Building—entrance, tower
door. .Myrtle Street. The changes which will be
found in said Lists this year, occasioned mainly bv
vote of the citichange of Ward lines authorized
zens at the spring election, renders it imperative that
cr# ry voter should st*e to it hiimtrf/ that his name is
correctly entered on the Ward List of which lie is a
Per order,
resident.
s
W. LAKKABEE. Chairman.
lwd
Portland, Aug. 23d. 18d2.

to

to

iuH7dftw6m

IAOKpom

adequate

follows:

Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M.. and leave l*ier 9 North River, New
York, every SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
This vessel is fitted up with tine sreoinmodation* for
passengers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers l>etweeii New York
and Maine. Passage 96.U0, including Fare and State
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Quebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Fasfport and St.

3Ir. I>. K. Frohoek has tarnished the beds in my
house with the Andersou Spring Bed Bottom,” anil
1 take pleasure in recommending this article as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable thing
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A II ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.

anticipated.

la

Steamship

Having l*ecomc fullv satisfied of the benefit of the
"Anderson Spring Btvl Bottom," 1 have purchased
three of them at live dollars each, and do moat cheerfully recommend them to the public.
I>R. X. 1L BOUTELL.
WatervUle, May. 1801.

pleasure

Fancy Types,

“CHESAPEAKE.’* Captain Sidney
Crowell, a ill until further notice ran
as

I have had the unshakable
of sleeping on
of the "Anderson Spring lied Bottoms” lor the
last three weeks, and must say it far •urpaMcw anything 1 had
My wife, who is feeble, has
had no good rest for six months till occupying one of
these be«ls. Sin* would not imrt with it on anv acKev. JOHN ALLEX.
count.
Farmington, Feb. 28, 18rt2.

Book and

Ifg A M E UI (
V&BSstSzSl

with it.

one

Their FetabHehment la fornlabed with all the
approved modern machinery, and their amort meat of

Mail Line.

m

1862.

(From Hon. l,ot M. Morrill.]
Having used Anderson' Spring I’m <1 Bottom, I can
ebeerftilly rwommend it as an excellent article
LOT 31. 3IOKKILL.
Augusta, Aug. 5, 1*02.

JOB PBINTING!

M O NTREAL

OCEAA STEAMSHIP CO’S

JOSLAU U. DUIMMOND.

Portland, July 23,

BOOK AND

STEAMBOATS.

been in
THIS

by

NOTIONS,

July 17,1863.

Health find Strength Secured,

VoiiiiK l.i*t».

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND GERMAN,

2* and 30 Federal and

163 Middle Street,

cures.

“BUY MK AM) RX IX) YOU GOODf

<

FANCY
w

a

sanity
cured.

dawtf

1MPORTER AND DEALER IN

AND TRIMMINR ROODS

66
70
65
50
00
88

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Toledo, St. Paul, La Crosse, St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SO l'TII OR NORTH WEST,

To

—

uni.

Oakum, American.

I.—The drafted troops for nine months’ service,
under the Frcskleut’* call of Aug. 4th, and volunteers In lieu thereof, will rendezvous as follows:
From the counties of < timber land, York, Oxford
and Androscoggin, at t amp Abraham Lincoln, at
Portland, Col. John LmicIi, Commandant.
From the counties of Franklin, Somerset, Kennebec, Sagadahoc, Lincoln and K nox, except the towns
of t aiudeii. Hope and Appleton, at Camp E. I).
Keyes, Augusta, Col. George \V. Kicker. Command-

(Successor to I*. J. Forristall and Mills A Forristall,

no

00

8TJS 3

THROUGH TICKETS

QUARTERS,

Adjutant General’* OrncK, I
Augusta, Aug. 3d, lHd2. J
GENERAL ORDER No. 42.
The Governor and Commander-In-Chief orders aud

ly

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,

23 bbl*25
3

woiuc.

00

in 00
«
50
« 15 00
«32 00
m
3 <h»
a 2 25
« 3 75
!d< 1 20
5 1 62
«35 no
"
2 GO
a 2 45
«
1 75
d. 1 ,*45
« 1 30
ci23 00
t«10 00
n

All of which will Ik? sold

Molasses,
Muscovada,.
Molasses, New Orleans.
1'onland Syrup.hhds
Kail*.
r«k
Kami St«rr*.
l ar (in kegs) 41 gal.
Pitch (Coal Tar).

onn imi

(g>

65

Multi »»r».
Molasses. Cienftigo*.
Molasses, Cuba clayed.
**
Molasses,
tart.

OaK

10}

(eg

19 (tb
22 ft

63
16

Is

10

HEAD

charge

l'iuc—No. 1.$38 00 «j0O 00
No. 2.
No. 3.
No. 4.

C

10

GOODS,

description,

Hummer

12}

9} eg

wt§.

heavy.
**
"
slaughter.
Aineriean Calf Skins.
Slaughter Wax le ather.
l«rad.
American Pig, 4» 100 lb.
".
Foreign

n

1UAYXE.

From the counties of

BOR SALE AT BURLEIGH'S.

9
51
1H

llj«}

Barrel, }» lb.
Kegs, 4> lb.
V«enther.
New York, light.

Of every

Remarkable Case of

a

respectfully

ant.

15}

Gjfaj

16

MILITARY

19
12*

h 'tv

Iron. Russia.
Iron, Russia, ini’t.

ftllVLElGH S,

06}

d<

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

Stages leave Bath daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. M.. on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiacasset, Damariscotta, Waldoboro’, Rockland
aud Thommston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of traiu from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec St Portland. Androscoggin, and Somerset
A Kennebec Roads.
Freight trains run daily between Augusta and PortB. H. CUSHMAN,
land.
Manager and Su(H-rintendent.
Augusta, April, 1862.
june23dtf

prevent

directs:

GREAT EXCITEMENT

05)

15 ,<g

Spring.
Sheet Iron,

!

Headquarters

034

12} eg

Mills with the Penobscot & Kennebec Koad for Pitts-

field, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.
Monday Morning aud Saturday Evening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 6.30 A. M., and
Bath at 6.39 A. M., for Portland, connecting with tho
8.45 A. M. traiu tor Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of traiu from Boston, for Bath and Augusta.

TESTIMONIALS :
Commercial House, Portland. June Id. 1862.
introduced
the “Anderson Spring Bod BotHaving
tom” into uiv house, after trial. I pronounce it to be
an easv and healthy lied.
I am using several kinds

38
25

03}

5'eg
5] n>

Portland for Bath and Augusta at 1.00P. M.,
connecting at Brunswick with tne Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset A Kennebec Kailroad for Watcrville,
Kendall's Mills aud Skowhegan, and at Kendall's
Leave

happily

16

,<g
3}«?

Farmington.

spring bed bottom-,
Billy equal if not better

run.

3

Passenger trains will leave daily, (Sun■—t-^'lavs excepted) as follows:
Augusta tor Batli. Portland amt Boston, at ll.lf> A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Kail road for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

of

@
v*J

1862.

fixing

NEW EECEUITS WANTED!

6
in
1 fa* a 1 70
1 16 «, 1 25
no a l no
75 a
on
40 (tv
70

Common.
Refined Iron.
Swede.
Norway.
Cast Steel.
(icrmtn Steel.
Kuglish Uli*. Steel.

April M/6,

Commenced

fifty

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

00
13 00 n 14 00
12 00 g 14 O0

A

PRINTING.

—

UNION FOREVER!

Laled fVoin

iii.imi\i:sk
DK. II. J.

approved

STATE OF

17 00 «20 DO
30 00 <*35 00

MEDICAL.

Assessors’ Notice*

GrimUlonc*.

Grindstone*, Rough, p ton.
Grindstones, Dressed.

_RAILROADS.

plate,

8)

Sheet Mosslmann.

none

Rye.

@

2 00

Sheathing.

7 00 (g 7 76

f>at*.
South Yellow Corn.
Corn, Mixed

9 60

15 @

Sail.

••

10$

05
45
72
70
62
00

7

40 @
24 @
24 @
24 a,
80 @
75 @
18 (@

Brown.
White.

Hard, retail.
SoB,
xv—u
Fleeee.
Lamb*.
Zinc.
Mgs and slab*.

00 @ 5 25
25 (g 5 50
50 a 6 75
00 g 6 25
50 g 7 50
60 a 6 75

94 @
4o g
70 g
68 g
tin g

6)@

W ood.

8 00 @10 00
8 4n <g 3 60
3 62 g 3 88
07 g
iw

fauev.

44

Havana

Coach Varnish.
Uamar Varnish.

none.

6
6
6
6
6
6

48

8)@

in bond.

Hemp
India.
Varnish.
Furniture Varnish.

20
7 50

8$g

Flour—Portland inspection.
/lour, su|*ortine.
Flour. Fancy.
Flour, Kxtra.
Flour, Family.
Flour, Kxtra Superior.
Western extras.

71

@

6
12

**

Blue, cask.

Prunes

11
6
8 60

b]a)

Baleiug.

Raisin*—
Black.

**

Twine.
Cotton
Flax

16

none
*»

17

@

(a)

9 00

Yellow.
Extra Yellow.
Muscovado.

Mates—
Char. I. C.
I X.

«;

g

@
@

2 122 37*
2 12*@ 2 87*
1 20 @ 1 25
20

Banca, ea«h...
Straits, cash.

12
32 a
35
2 25 g 2 50
15
00

6
16
8

Tin.

g

no

7)

12
@
@ 1 26

2 60 (a) 2 75

A A.

Coke.

F.leme.

Bunch, box.
Layer.
Dates.

••

6’s and l0’» common.
half pds. b<*st brand*.
half pds. metiiuiii good.
half pds. common.
Natural Leaf, jmIs.
Fancy, in Foil.

none

22 g
15 g

11
00

46

Portland A.

Sugar, rowdered.
Tnllow.
American refined.
Kongh.
Tent*.
Tea, 11yson.
Tea, Ytiling Hyson.
Tea. Oolong.
Tea. Souchong.
Tohnrro.
6’s and 10’* best brand*.
6's and 10’* medium.

47$
50
26

@ 1 75
@ 1 65
@ 5 60

6*@

Sugar, New Orleans.
Sugar, Crushed
Sugar, < rautilated.

none

common.

lemons, case.
Drang**.

g

2}g

(l(«naU)..v.

Fruit*

00

§

4)@
7 60 @

Pimento.

3$

g

8 26
3 25

2)@

Nil!megs.
Pepper.

41

}qj

@ 8 75

12
7
12
9

(linger, (!Uoc).

12

@

03
02

No. 10.
Navy,
Superior, No. 3.
"
No. 10.
Tent Duck, U. S. 10 oz.
44
12 oa.

I'l-it.

1

Ginger.(Africa).
Mac-.

02
05
00

®

11

Dark.
Duck, Ravens.
Duck, Portlaud, No. 3.

Shoe! and

CLEM’S SUMMER CURE is a pleasaut, agreeable
decoction of Roots and Barks, and contains not a
particle of Opium or Drito of any sort. It always
does good, and never does harm.
By

1?®
4} ®

@

5@

Soap, loathe & Gore's, Trowbridge
& Smith’s Extra No. 1 p#>....
Soap, Family do.
Soap No. 1.
Soap. Eagle No. 1.
Soap, Star.
Soap, Castile,.
Soap, Crane’s.
Spice*.
Cassia p lb.
Cloves.

41
2J

4}®

00
00
00
00

Snap.

00
00

02 ®

Bark.
Red Sander*.

small.

4}
6}

13 ®

guerdtron

44

04
25
40
26

2j3)

First Sort, 1861.

That for Children Cutting Treth, if troubled w ith
Diarrhoea or any irregularities of the bowels, all other remedies are'insignificant, as compared with

16
13

28 ®
36
1 25 fo 1 75
16 ®
00
7 75 ® R 00
1 •'*> a) 1 88
66 ®
70
93
95
2 50
10 g)
20
12 ®
00

Sapan

coni*' u»

active, healthy condition, as
CLEM'S SUMMER CURE.

11}

6.®
6*
3 ®
4
1 46 a) 1 60
35 (® 46
12
I0p®

Kxtract Logwood.
Me
Wood.
Peach
Red

Fish, Pollock.
Fish, Haddock, new.

p lb.

Rum, Portland distilled.
Salcrnla*.
Saleratus p lb.
Salt.
Salt, Turk's Is., p Ithd. (8 bus.)....
Salt. Liverpool.
Salt. Cadiz.
Sacks Salt.
Ground Butter Salt.
Starch.
Starch, Pearl,.
Starch, Potato.
Shat—p 100 lbs.

16

@ 0 00
@

12 00 @14 00
12 60 @18 00
14 00 @14 60
15 60 @16 00
14 00 @14 60
13 00 @13 60
14 60 **16 00
11 00 @11 60
9
8)@
9 @
9)

Veal.
Pickles, p brl.
Rice.
Rice p lb.

22}

@
16 i®)
17 (®

Hypcrnic.
Logwood, ( amprachy.

Fish.

Hams.

City Smoked Hams.

00
50
00
60

1 70
1 60
6 00

Potatoes. pbrl(new.
Annies, dried, p lb.
Chickens, Spring.
Lamb.
Turkics.

28
23

12}®

Cannvmxl.
Fustic. < uba.
Sa van villa,.

Frnther*.
Feathers, Live Geese p lb
Feathers, Russia.
Fiib.
Fish, Cod large p quin.

mess.

extra do.
Prime.

P reduce.
Beef p quarter,
Eggs, p dozen.

1 20 g) 1 30

Dye woods*
Bar wood..
Brazil Wood.

New

tlie knowledge of the public, that so effectually does
it work and at the same time leaves the bowels iu an

That for a
Tains in the
remedy is

Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,
Pork,

8}

11 ®

22 ®
4 ®
6j ®

Opium.

DIARRfKEA OR DYSENTERY
mi uifiiicinr lias

Mess Beef..
Portland
do
Portland extra Mess do.
Pork, extra clear.
Pork, clear.

9

13}

Borax.
Brimstone (roll.).
lti Curb. Soda.

Rhubarb.
Alcohol.
Fluid.

woman

SUM M E It

Chicago

30

g)

03

Madder.

proved unavailing. Neither gun, sword, nor
pistol was found, and the soldiers railed on the
Thereupon,

13

Alum.
Aim*#.
Arrow Root.

Logwood ex.
Magnesia.
Indigo. Mauilla, line.

Now you come up
a good boy.
the platform hy my side, and stand up in
this chair, and tell those girls who Peter was ?”
Jimmy did as he was hid, and in the shrill
voice of childhood re|>eated—
“Peter, Poles, pumpkin eater.
Had a wife and couldn’t keep her—
At this point he was stop|**d, hut not la-fore
the full point was taken hv the school, and
Mother G oose's poem appreciated.
Arms.—An Irish woman told a German
woman, a few days ago, that she had brought
some arms with her from Ireland, and did not
like to give them up. The German woman
said that she had an old loft on her premises,
and told the Irish woman to throw her arms
np there. Hut the anns were not thus hidden,
and on a complaint being made hy the German woman, the Irish woman's premises were
searched by a tile of soldiers. The search

15i®

Cream Tartar.

“Ah, that’s

ug»-*,

00
00
60
40

none.

Boltrope,

Sulphur.

on

ui

Red Lead.
Plaster.
l*er ton Soft.
Hard.
Ground.
Prori*ion*.

Geese.

Russia.
Manilla.

Camphor,.

ner.

in

Litharge.

12

0 27 @
22 «.
21 }®

15} g)

Sal Soda.

answer.

Howe*’

6
3

Drags and Dyes*

all and unnecessary for the entertainment of
He offered to address the
the children.
school, and show how they could lie well entertained seriously. The following dialogue ensued :—
“Children, I am going to tell you about Peter. Who knows who Peter was ?”

Courage

7

8 60 @ 8 75
8 00 (g) 0 (JO
8 00(0000
8 00 ® 0 uu

Cement—per bbl.

cm

C Ij E MS’

French Zinc,
American Zinc,
Kochclle, Yellow.
Kiitf. Ven. Bed.

00

®

Cordage, American.
Cordage, Ku##ia.
Cordage, Manilla.
do.

9
9
9
8
7
3
3
9
9

"

8*3)

Cordage*

German

6}

2 76 @ 3 00
8 00 ® 3 121
2 62 ® 2 87

Coal—(Retail.)

MISCELLANY.

No

6J

20
16

14 ®

Cheese, Vermont p lb.
Cheese, New.

Most like our I,ord are thev who bear
Like Him loug with the sinning;
The music of loug-*uff« riug prayer
Bring angel* down God's golden stair.
Like those through Mivot’s darkened air,
Who saw our first beginning.

tions of

rortland Lead, in oil,.
Lewis Lead,
"
Boston Lead,

Cheese*

What comfort will it yield the day
Whose light shall find us dying,
To know that once we had our way
Against a child of weaker clay,
And bought our triumph in the fray
With purchase of his sighingf

2 75 n 8 00
4 @
4)

—

Butter*

We all are travelers, who throng
A thorny road together;
And if some pilgrim not so strong
As I, but foot-sore, does me wrong—
I make excuse; the road is long,
And stormy is the weather.

utrvr

Onion*
per bbl.
do p string.

tlio Pkkss to Sept. 10.

p bbl.
Ashes, Pot.
6$g)
Apples.
(ireen
bbl.
(® 2
91*60
Apples,
p
6 (gj
Apples, Sliced }> tb.
Cored
6
Apple#,
ptb.
g)
2 ®
Apple#, Uucored p lb.
Bread.
4 75 (g 6
Breed, Pilot p 100 ft>#.
3 76 ® 4
Bread, Ship.
Crackrr# |#-r bbl.
3 26 ® 3
35 ®
Crackers, p 100.

Thank God for other feet that ho
By our*, in life’s warfaring;

)uw

Keatsfoot Oil.,.

A »hr«*«
Ashe# Pearl

Thank God that in Life's little day,
Between our dawn and setting,’
We have kind deed* to give away.
Bad hearts for which oar own may pray,
And strength, when we are wronged, to stay,
Forgiving and forgetting!

90 @
92
80 @
85
1 60 @ 1 60
1 66 @ 1 70
1 06 p 1 12

Lard Oil.
Olive Oil.
Castor Oil.

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Be Kind to Each Other.
BY FITZHUOH

Boiled.

THE MARKETS.

POETRY.

•

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION will commence Sept.
Bth. tnd Coiitinue 15 week*.
Prior to July 21et. full information cmn be obtained
of the I Principal, &4‘.» (.oi»Rre*!» Street. Hour* from
After that time ad8 %•» 1 o'clock, except Saturdav n.
plication inav be made at 40 State Street.
SawlOw
Portland, June 28, 1802.

11HE

